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Abstract

Traffic control of street intersections is one of the most critical elements in
providing an efficient flow of traffic in urban networks.

Conventionally, pretimed

controllers are used, but they cannot respond to real time fluctuations in traffic demand.
Traffic actuated signals provide an improvement over pretimed controllers, but their
performance deteriorates under heavy traffic conditions. These conditions necessitate the
development of a controller that responds to actual traffic demand in real time, with the
objective of minimizing vehicle delays, number of stops, etc. Fuzzy logic provides the
potential for development of a system that would address these needs.
The objective of this research is to design and evaluate a fuzzy logic based
controller for traffic intersections that is adaptive to traffic demand. The design uses the
standard input traffic flow parameters generated by existing loop detectors. The outcome
of this research is a traffic controller that is very responsive to real-time traffic flow for
various traffic simulations, including both recurring and non-recurring conditions.
Evaluation of the performance of the system is based on minimization of delay and the
number o f stops. The performance of the fuzzy controller is compared to that of a
pretimed controller with the help of traffic packages NETSIM & SOAP-84.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Traffic control of street intersections is one of the most critical elements in
providing efficient flow of traffic in urban road networks. The conventional way of
controlling traffic signals involves the use of pre-timed controllers that are preset
according to predicted traffic conditions. Under these conditions, the controllers cannot
respond to real time fluctuations in traffic demand. Traffic actuated controllers are also
used, and they provide an improvement over pre-timed controllers. Although several
types of traffic actuated signals are currently in use, they all rely on gap seeking logic to
determine whether the current green duration should be extended or terminated. This
logic attempts to terminate a current green duration when the arriving vehicles can no
longer utilize it efficiently. Unfortunately, such actuated controllers are limited in their
capabilities and can only respond to presence or absence of demand, but not actual
demand. This often leads to misjudgement of flow conditions and poor signal operation.
Adaptive controllers offer a potential solution to this problem. Adaptive control
refers to any signal control strategy that adjusts signal operations in response to fluctuating
real time traffic demand. Ever since Miller [24] suggested an algorithm for adjusting signal
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timings in small intervals based on the trade off between extending the current green
interval against terminating it, many other approaches have been suggested. Although the
logic used for intelligent signal operation may vary, an adaptive controller should be
designed to have the ability to make real time adjustments to signal settings in response to
observed and predicted real-time traffic demand.
Fuzzy control is by far the most successful application of fuzzy sets and systems
theory to practical problems. For any system, important information comes from two
sources: sensors which provide numerical measurements of key variables, and human
experts who provide linguistic information about the system as well as control instructions.
Fuzzy controllers, by design, provide a systematic and efficient framework to incorporate
linguistic fuzzy information from human experts. Conventional controllers, however,
cannot incorporate the linguistic fuzzy information into their designs. In situations in
which the most important information comes from human experts, fuzzy control is the best
choice. Fuzzy control also may provide a nonlinear modal free approach for a system
under control. Thus, by carefully choosing the parameters of the fuzzy controller, it is
possible to design a fuzzy controller that is suitable for the nonlinear system under control.

1.1 Motivation

Problems resulting from urban traffic congestion are becoming increasingly important in
many U.S. cities. The traditional solution to this problem has been to increase the capacity
of infrastructure by building an ever expanding network of roads. However, continuing

construction of roads may not be feasible due to environmental concerns but more so to
the strained financial resources of the federal, state, and local agencies. Recognizing this,
Congress enacted ISTEA (Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act, 1990)
legislation which mandates that measures for congestion mitigation are pursed by
responsible agencies based on a systems approach that considers all modes of
transportation.

ISTEA essentially encourages measures that are geared towards

maximizing existing capacity rather than expanding physical capacity.
Several parameters such as delay, number of stops, and queue length are used to
measure the performance of signalized intersections. Generally, intersection delays are
considered to be a prime measure of effectiveness as they are easily quantified and directly
experienced by the users. Delay and related parameters can be defined in number of ways:
1. Stopped delay
2. Approach delay
3. Travel-time delay
4. Time-in-queue delay
5. Percentage of vehicles stopping.
The most fundamental quantity is stopped delay per vehicle.

It takes into

consideration only completely stopped vehicles. It is an indicator of level of service in the
Highway Capacity Manual [10] and is, therefore, of great practical importance. Traffic
delay at signalized intersections depends on many factors; type of intersection, type of
signal control, signal timing, degree of saturation, saturation flow, arrival type, and lost

time. Various researchers have attempted to develop relationships between delay and
other performance measure variables such as fuel consumption, vehicle emissions, number
of stops, etc.
Since delay is presumed to be a useful measure of service, it is necessary that the
methods of estimating it are accurate. If the current and future pattern of vehicle arrivals
and departures on an approach can be reliably determined, then estimating the delays and
other performance variables can easily be accomplished. In practice, however, it is difficult
to obtain a large amount of such reliable advance information for making control decisions.
In real time, such decisions can be made on the basis of the decision maker’s experience,
intuition and subjective evaluation of specific parameters. In cases where a human being
is involved in the decision making loop, this subjective evaluation may differ from decision
maker to decision maker. One may feel that travel time on a certain route is “short”,
while the other may feel it is “medium”. In this manner, an entire array of different traffic
parameters may be characterized by uncertainty, subjectivity, imprecision and ambiguity.
Thus, in modeling these traffic parameters, mathematical methods that satisfactorily deal
with uncertainty, ambiguity and subjectivity should be used. Fuzzy logic provides the
potential for modeling the uncertainty and inaccuracies of description in traffic parameters
at signalized intersections.

1.2 Previous work

In the past, many researchers have attempted to use fuzzy logic for traffic control. An
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early attempt to apply fuzzy logic to traffic control was made by Pappis and Mamdani [4],
They demonstrated that fuzzy logic can be used for individual traffic intersections. They
considered an isolated intersection with simple one-way East-West/North-South traffic
control with random vehicle arrivals and no turning movements. Rules were developed
for evaluating the stability of extending the current green time by different durations. The
controller selects the extension with the highest degree of confidence. If none of the
extensions has a degree of confidence of 50% or higher, then a decision is made to
terminate the green signal immediately. Otherwise, the green signal is extended by a
selected time at the end of which, the decision process is repeated until the maximum
allowable green time is reached.
Kelsey and Bisset [5] also simulated traffic control of an isolated north-south/eastwest intersection using both fuzzy logic and pre-timed control. Three parameters were
used as fuzzy inputs to the controller: the average density of traffic flow behind the green
lights; the average density of traffic flow behind the red lights; and the length of current
cycle time. Although approach flows simulated included some turning movements, a
simple two-phase cycle was used.
Nakatsuyama et al.,[6] used the principles of fuzzy logic control to model two
consecutive intersections with simple one-way movements. Fuzzy control rules were
developed to select an option of extending the red signal for the downstream intersection
in anticipation of the upstream traffic.
Chiu [7] applied fuzzy logic for controlling multiple intersections in a network of

two-way streets with no turning movements. This approach involved the use of local
traffic data to make independent adjustments of cycle lengths, splits, and offsets for each
intersection. Adjustments to the signal cycle length and splits were made based on the
degree of saturation for each approach of an intersection. Fuzzy sets were used to
determine the degrees o f saturation and the offsets between adjacent signals to minimize
stops in the dominant approach.
Although all of these pioneers tried to use fuzzy logic for adaptive control, they all
considered either a network or an isolated intersection with no turning movements. They
used only two phase control. This project provides an improvement over these models in
that, an isolated intersection is modeled with both through movements and left turning
movements in all the directions. It provides the intersection with multiphase control.

1.3 Objective and Scope of Work

The objective of this research is to design and evaluate a fuzzy logic based
controller that is adaptive to traffic demand. Evaluation of system performance of the
system will be based on minimization of vehicle delays and the number of stops. The
performance of the controller will be compared with that of pre-timed controllers with the
help of traffic packages NETSIM [8], and SOAP [9],

1.4 Organization of the report

Following the introductory chapter, Chapter 2 provides information about fuzzy
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logic, and alternative techniques for adaptive control of traffic signals. The different types
of simulation programs available and an assessment of their relevance to this project is also
discussed.
Chapter 3 deals with the methodology of the proposed approach. It presents the
design of the fuzzy controller, the treatment of through and left turning movements, and
how the average delays and stopped vehicles are computed.
Chapter 4 discusses the methodology of the simulation program, the generation of
a case study, and the validation of the simulation program.
Chapter 5 presents the results obtained from the simulation program and compares
the performance of the fuzzy controller with pre-timed controllers. It also discusses the
effects of different fuzzy variables on the performance of the controller.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and recommendations based on the
results of this study.

CHAPTER 2

Background

2.1 Fuzzy Logic
The major part o f this section is taken from Jun Yan, et.al[2], Ronald R. Yager.,
Lotfi A. Zadeh [26], Lin-Xin Wang [3], and Lotfi A. Zadeh [1],

2.1.1 Introduction
Fuzzy logic, may be viewed as an extension of classical logical systems. It
provides an effective conceptual framework for dealing with the problem of knowledge
representation in an environment of uncertainty and imprecision.
Lack of crispness is an aspect of many real world properties which cannot be dealt
with satisfactorily on a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ basis. Even though two-valued logic has
proven to be effective and successful in solving well-defined problems, a class of problems
exists that does not lend itself readily to this approach. Typically, these problems are
complex or ill-structured in nature and are often best dealt with by humans rather than
being automated. The concepts are no longer clear-cut, such as true or false, but are
relatively vague, e.g., whether an individual is tall is best indicated by shade of gray, rather
than by black or white of a simple dichotomy.
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Lotfi Zadeh [1], introduced the theory of fuzzy sets as an expansion of traditional
set theory and developed the corresponding fuzzy logic to manipulate the fuzzy sets. A
fuzzy set allows for the degree of truthfulness of an item in a set to be any real number
between 0 and 1, and becomes identical with a traditional set in the limiting case where the
properties are crisp. The inputs, outputs and control response are specified in terms
similar to those that might be used by a human expert. Complex mathematical models are
not required to use the system under control. Fairly sophisticated knowledge based on the
experience of domain experts, can be incorporated into the system in a relatively
understandable way. This knowledge is usually expressed in the form of rules. This
allows human observations, expressions and expertise to be modeled more closely.

2.1.2 Fuzzy sets
Fuzzy sets may be viewed as a generalization of the concept of an ordinary set.
For a universe of discourse U, a fuzzy set is determined by a membership function which
maps members of U onto a membership range which is usually the interval [0,1], Let U
be a collection of objects denoted by {u}. U is called the universe of discourse and u
represents a generic element of U. A fuzzy set F in a universe of discourse U is
characterized by a membership function /iF: U - [0,1],
Memberships for the fuzzy sets may be defined as numerical and functional. A
numerical definition expresses the degree of membership function of a fuzzy set as a vector
of numbers whose dimension depends on the level of discretization, i.e., the number of
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discrete elements in the universe. A functional definition defines the membership function
of a fuzzy set in an analytic expression which allows the membership grade for each
element in the defined universe of discourse to be calculated. The membership functions
which are often used in practice are (1) S-fiinction, (2) II -function, (3) Triangular, (4)
Trapezoidal and (5) Exponential.

2.1.3 Fuzzy Set Operations
The use of fuzzy sets provides a basis for the systematic manipulation of vague and
imprecise concepts using fuzzy set operations performed by manipulation the membership
functions.
Let A and B be two point-valued fuzzy sets in U with membership functions p.A and
/zB, respectively.

The sets are equal if they are defined on the same universe and the

membership function is the same for both, i.e.,
p.A(u) = /iB(u)

for all u e U

(2.1)

The union of two sets A and B with membership functions //A(u) and U b ( u ) is the
fuzzy set whose membership function m AuB( u ) is given by:
Maub(u) = max{//A(u),/iB(u)}

for all u e U.

(2.2)

The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B is the fuzzy set whose membership
function is given by:
M An B ( u )

= niin{//A(u))/iB(u)}

fo ra llueU .

(2.3)

The complement of a fuzzy set A with membership function p.A(u) is defined as the

fuzzy set on the same universe with membership function:
/zA.(u) = 1 -

for all u e U

m a( u )

(2.4)

The intersection between the complements need not be an empty set. The closer the sets
are being to crisp the closer the intersection is to empty. Similarly, the union between the
complements need not be the universe. The closer they are to being crisp, the closer they
are to being the universe.
Ha nA{u) = min {p^,

V-a u a W ) =

z 0.5

(2.5)

h j * °-5

(2.6)

Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 present the union, intersection, and complement operations.
A fuzzy set/4 can be concentrated by modifying its membership function <uA(u) so
as to accentuate the membership of the higher membership elements. This is done by
squaring the normalized membership function, i.e.,
^ con(A) (u) = (ma(u))2

for all u e U.

(2.7)

Normalization is the process which involves rescaling the membership function
so that its maximum value is 1, i.e.,
M n o r m (a ) ( u ) = M a ( u ) /

max( /^A(u ))

for all u e U.

(2.8)
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A fuzzy set A can be dilated by modifying the membership function //A(u) to
increase the importance of lower membership elements. This is typically done by taking
the square root of the normalized membership function, i.e.,
/W

) ( u ) = (M a(u) ) 0-5

for all u e U.

(2.9)

Intensification is the process which moves the normalized fuzzy set closer to being
crisp, by enhancing the membership value of those elements whose membership was above
0.5 and diminishing that of those elements with membership below 0.5.

V-INTEiAp*}

fo r
fo r 0.5 ^ \iA{u)<. 1

(2 . 10)

One powerful aspect of fuzzy sets is the ability to deal with linguistic quantifiers
or hedges. Hedges such as more or less, very, not very, slightly, etc., correspond to
modifications in the membership function of the fuzzy set involved. Depending on the
applications, fuzzy hedges may be defined in different ways to meet the requirements of
the process being controlled. Consider a fuzzy set ‘HIGH1 in a temperature control
process which can be modified by three hedges, ‘very’, ‘more or less’ and ‘not very’.

2.1.4 Fuzzy Inference Rules

The term “fuzzy logic” involves the manipulation of fuzzy truth values such as
‘nearly true’ defined as fuzzy sets over the interval [0,1] of L, truth values. The rules are
normally expressed in the form ‘If x is A, theny is B \ where x and^ are fuzzy variables,
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and A and B are linguistic variables. These rules may involve fuzzy logical connectives
such as ‘AND’ and ‘OR’. This way of expressing the rules allows for easy programming.
The use of fuzzy logic enables the development of a system:
1.

That has sophisticated knowledge with rich human experience incorporated in
almost natural language.

2.

That has knowledge which may not be precise and complete.

3.

That need not necessarily have clear-cut input facts nor do they have to match the
given knowledge exactly.

4.

That has ability to infer partially matched conclusions from the fuzzy facts and the
fuzzy knowledge base.

There are two main types of fuzzy inference rules:
1.

Generalized modus ponens (GMP)

2.

Generalized modus tollens (GMT)

The modus ponens inference schema is also called direct reasoning the law of
detachment, or assuming the antecedent. The modus tollens inference schema is also
called indirect reasoning or the law of contra position.
If A, A', and B, B ’ are fuzzy sets and x, y are linguistic variables, then GMP and
GMT can be expressed as:
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GMP
Premise 1 (Knowledge):

if x is A then y is B

Premise 2 Fact:

x is A'

Consequence (Conclusion): y is B'

(2.11)

In this case the consequence B1can be denoted by
B ' =A ’ o R
Where R is the fuzzy relation from the fuzzy implication ‘if A then B \ “o ” is a
compositional operator, and A ' is a fuzzy set which mighthave the form: A,very A, more
or less .<4, not A, etc.

GMT
Premise 1 (Knowledge):

if x is A then y is B

Premise 2 (Fact) :

Y is B'

Consequence (Conclusion):

x is A ’

(2.12)

In traditional logic this inference scheme is only valid in the case where B' is ‘not B \ and
A' is ‘not A ’. In this case the consequence is A ' can be denoted by:
A' = R o B '
The GMT is closely related to the backward goal driven inference, which is commonly
used in expert systems. The GMP is forward data-driven inference. It is widely used in
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the area of fuzzy logic-based control where the consequence of a rule is not used as an
antecedent of another.

2.1.5 Fuzzy Knowledge Base
A fuzzy knowledge base usually consists of number of fuzzy rules. There is no
strict formal standard structure for these rules. In most engineering control applications,
fuzzy rules are expressed as ‘IF THEN’. This is mainly based to:
1.

Provide human experts with a convenient way to express their knowledge and
experience.

2.

Provide designers with an easy way to construct and to program the fuzzy rules.

3.

Reduce the cost of design and provide good fuzzy inference efficiency.
There are several connectives such as, ‘AND’, ‘OR’, and ‘ALSO’. The connective

‘AND’ and ‘OR’ are often used in the antecedent part of the fuzzy rules, while the
connective ‘ALSO’ is often used in the consequent part of the fuzzy rules. In practice,
‘AND’ is usually interpreted as an intersection operator, ‘OR’ is interpreted as a union
operator, and ‘ALSO’ indicates the presence of multiple outputs in the fuzzy rule.
Consider the Klh rule in a fuzzy knowledge base expressed by:
IF x /is Ak,

OR

THEN y , is BkI

x2isA k2

AND

ALSO

y2 is

x3isA k3
(2.13)

It can be seen that there are two outputs in the consequent part of the rule. The
strength of the truthfulness of the rule, which is calculated from the antecedent part, is
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applied twice in the computation of y, and o iy2. In the process of calculating the strength
of truthfulness of the antecedent part, several operations were involved, including the
intersection of the variables x2 and x3 due to ‘AND’, and the union of the variable x, and
the computed intersection ofx2 and x3 due to ‘OR’.

2.1.6 Fuzzy Reasoning
The principal modes of reasoning in fuzzy logic are:
1.

Categorical Reasoning

2.

Syllogistic Reasoning

3.

Dispositional Reasoning

4.

Qualitative Reasoning

2.1.6.1 Categorical Reasoning: In this mode of reasoning, the premise contain no fuzzy
quantifiers and no fuzzy probabilities. A simple example of categorical reasoning is:
Carol is slim
Carol is very intelligent
Carol is slim and very intelligent

(2.14)

In the premise, slim and very intelligent are assumed to be fuzzy predicates. The fuzzy
predicate in the conclusion, slim and very intelligent, is the conjunction of slim and
intelligent.

Another example of categorical reasoning is:
Mary is young
John is much older than Mary
John is (much_older young).

(2.15)

Where (much_older young) represents the composition of the binary fuzzy predicate.

2.1.6.2 Syllogistic Reasoning: In contrast to categorical reasoning, syllogistic reasoning
relates to inference from premises containing fuzzy quantifiers. A simple example of
syllogistic reasoning is:
most Swedes are blond
most blond Swedes are tall
most2 Swedes are blond and tall

(2.16)

where the fuzzy quantifier most is interpreted as a fuzzy proportion andmost2 is the square
of most in fuzzy arithmetic [22],

2.1.6.3 Dispositional Reasoning: In this reasoning the premises are dispositions, i.e.,
propositions which are preponderantly but not necessarily always true. For example:
Heavy smoking is a leading cause of lung cancer
To avoid lung cancer avoid heavy smoking.

(2.17)

In this example the conclusion is a maxim which may be interpreted as adispositional
command. Another example of dispositional reasoning is:
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usually the probability of failure is not very low
usually the probability of failure is not very high
2 usually © 1 the probability of failure is not veiy low andnot very high (2.18)
In this, usually is a fuzzy quantifier which is interpreted as a fuzzy proportion and 2 usually
© 1 is a fuzzy arithmetic expression whose value may be computed through the use of
fuzzy arithmetic, where © denotes the operation of substraction.

2.1.6.4 Qualitative Reasoning: It refers to a mode of reasoning in which the input-output
relation of a system is expressed as a collection of fuzzy if-then rules in which the
antecedents and consequents involve linguistic variables. It has some similarity, but not
coextensive with qualitative reasoning in Artificial Intelligence. An example of qualitative
reasoning is [23]:
Volume is small if pressure is high
Volume is large if pressure is low
Volume is (w! A high + w2 A large) if pressure is medium

(2.19)

where *+’ is infix max
w, = sup (high A medium) and
w2 = sup (low A medium)
are weighting coefficients which represent the degrees to which the antecedents high and
low match with medium. In wh the conjunction high A medium represents the intersection
of the possibility distribution of high and low, and the suprenum is taken over the domain
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of high and medium. The same applies to w2.

2.1.7 Fuzzy Logic Controllers

Fuzzy logic controllers are applied in wide variety of applications. There applications
include image processing, robot control, process control etc. The construction of the
membership functions and of the fuzzy control rules is a key issue in the design of an fuzzy
logic controller. Depending on the design objectives, a fuzzy logic controller may have
self-organizing or learning capabilities. In designing a fuzzy logic controller, the principal
factors to be considered are:
1.

The actual inputs and outputs and their universes of discourse, i.e., the range of
values which each may take.

2.

The scale factors of the input-output variables.

3.

The fuzzy membership functions to be used in setting up the fuzzy values for each
input and output variables.

4.

Fuzzy control rule base.

The basic structure of a fuzzy logic controller is shown in Figure 2.4. The main elements
of the controller are:
1.

Fuzzification unit.

2.

Knowledge base.

3.

Defuzzification unit.
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FUZZY REASONING
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OUTPUT

I
Figure 2.4 Basic Structure of Fuzzy Logic Controller. Source Jun Yan, et.al [2],
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Depending on the design objectives, different types of fuzzy logic controllers can be
constructed. For instance, fuzzy logic controller may have fixed number of fuzzy control
rules ( a static fuzzy knowledge base ) or it may have learning capability through
modification of the knowledge base.
The fUzzy knowledge base contains two main types of information: (1) a data base
defining the membership functions of the fuzzy sets used as values for each system
variable, (2) a rule base which essentially maps fuzzy values of inputs to fuzzy values of
outputs. The system variables are of two main types, input variables (E) measured from
the controlled process and output variables (U) used by the fuzzy logic controller to
control the process. For each system variable used in expressing the rules the allowed
values must be defined as frizzy sets in the appropriate universe of discourse. The
definition o f these sets is one of the most critical steps in the design process and can
radically effect the performance of the system. The actual values acquired from or sent to
the controlled process are usually crisp, and fuzzification and defuzzification operations
are needed to map these to and from the fuzzy values used internally by the frizzy logic
controller.

2.1.7.1 Fuzzification: For crisp input data, the basic fuzzification strategy involves the
following:
1.

Acquiring the crisp values of the input variables.

2.

Mapping the crisp values of the input variables into the corresponding fuzzy sets.
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3.

Converting each of them into suitable linguistic terms as the label of a fuzzy set
defined for that variable.
For output, the process of defuzzification is more involved, and usually occurs as

part of the last stage of fuzzy inferencing. It typically involves weighting and combining
a number of fuzzy sets resulting from the fuzzy inference process in a calculation which
gives a single crisp value for each output.

2.1.7.2 Knowledge base: The rule base is a part of the knowledge base consisting of a
number of fuzzy rules which express the control relationships. The knowledge base may
be static or dynamic. A dynamic fuzzy knowledge base is needed to permit learning or
self-organizing behavior by the fuzzy logic controller.
The fuzzy logic reasoning module works similar to some aspects of human decision
making. It performs fuzzy inference to arrive at the fuzzy control actions by evaluating
the knowledge base for the fuzzified inputs. During the fuzzy inference, the following
operations are involved for each fuzzy rule:
1.

Determine the degree of match between the fuzzy input data and defined fuzzy sets
for each system input variable.

2.

Cany out fire strength calculations for each rule based on the degree of match and
the connectives used with input variables in the antecedent part of the rule.

3.

Derive the control outputs based on the calculated fire strength and the defined
fuzzy sets for each output variable in the consequent part of the rule.
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The final crisp control action is inferred either by selecting or by combining the
calculated control outputs, and depends on the defuzzification process chosen. [2]

2.1.7.3 Defuzzification: Defuzzification is the process of mapping from a space of
inferred control actions to a space of non-fuzzy (crisp) control actions. A defuzzification
process is aimed at producing non-fuzzy control action that best represents the possibility
distribution of the inferred fuzzy control action. This is expressed by:
To = defuzzifier O')

(2.20)

Where y is the fuzzy control action
y 0 is the crisp control action
defuzzifier is the defuzzification operator.
Two types of commonly used defuzzification strategies are:
1. Mean of Maximum Method (MOM).
2. Center of Area Method (COA).

2.1.7.3. a Mean o f Maximum Method: This strategy generates a control action which
represents the mean value of all local control actions whose membership function reaches
a maximum.
Let the number of rules be denoted by n. Let the maximum height of the
membership function of the fuzzy set defined by the ilh rule’s output control be denoted
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by the crisp value Ht and the corresponding crisp control value along the output universe
of discourse be denoted by Wt. Let the fire strength from the jh rule be denoted by fc.
Then the crisp control value W defuzzified using MOM method is given by:

E
W =—

(2 .21)

E
1=1

Since the crisp value W, is a support value at which the membership function
reaches a maximum H, a symmetrical membership function is required for each rule’s
consequent fuzzy set. Other wise a misleading defuzzified value W can be expected.

2.1.7.3.b Center o f Area Method: This strategy generates the center of gravity of the
possibility distribution of a control action. It is widely used in the current implementations
of fuzzy logic development systems.
Let the number of rules be denoted by n. Let the moment of the membership
function of the fuzzy set defined by

rule’s output control be denoted by M, and the area

be denoted by A,. Let the fire strength fromj, rule be denoted by, n r . Then the crisp
control value W defuzzified using the center of area method is given by:

E

aMi
( 2 .22 )

W =

E

1= 1
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2.2 Adaptive Control of Intersections
Urban vehicle traffic as an expression of human behavior is variable in time and
space. Therefore, a high degree of adaptiveness is required to control of such traffic by
providing a suitable response to this variability. Traffic-actuated control is the primary
mode of signal control at isolated intersections. Although several types of traffic-actuated
control are being used, they all rely on a gap-seeking logic to determine whether the
current green duration should be extended or terminated. However, this can lead to
misjudgment of flow conditions and poor signal timing operations. Adaptive signal control
refers to any signal control strategy that can adjust signal operations in response to
fluctuating traffic demand. It is a mode of control that relies primarily on advance
information provided by the detectors to search for and implement optimal signalswitching sequences. If the current and fixture patterns of vehicle arrivals and departures
at the stop line can be reliably determined, optimizing the signal operations at the
intersection can be done easily. In practice, it is difficult to get large amounts of reliable
advance information for making timing decisions. A good decision can be made if the
detector is placed at a distance and the current queue length, the expected future arrivals
at the stop line, and expected future departures from the stop line are known in advance.
The efficiency of an adaptive control operation may be affected by the vehicle arrival and
departure patterns used for making timing decisions.
A number of adaptive control logics have been made available by researchers over
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the years. But these logics can be classified into two categories [12]:
1. Binary choice approach.
2. Signal Sequencing approach.

2.2.1 Binary Choice Approach: In this approach, time is divided into successive small
intervals. In each interval, a decision is made either to extend or terminate the current
green duration. The decision is made partially or entirely on a trade-off analysis that
weighs the benefits of extending the green by another interval against the drawback of
terminating it.

2.2.2 Signal Sequencing Approach: In this approach, a signal optimization process is
carried out to determine the optimal signal switching sequence for a fixture time period of
H sec. This time period is referred to as an optimization stage. Each optimization stage
has ‘K’ intervals. In each such interval, the green light can only be given to a specified
group of traffic lanes. Flow data are obtained from the upstream detectors for the first
‘r’ intervals, but flow data are based on predictions for the next ‘K-r’ intervals. After
determining the flow rates, a feasible switching sequence for the entire ‘K’ intervals are
identified and evaluated. The evaluation of alternative signal switching sequences is based
on a performance function that determines the total delay associated with each alternative
signal switching sequence.
All these techniques mentioned above require development of mathematical models
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in terms of performance measures like delays, vehicle emissions etc to make control
decisions. These are computationally intensive and require high speed computers on site.
Fuzzy logic controllers may provide an alternative technique which doesn’t require any
mathematical models but represents human experience to make control decisions. It may
be much more efficient and computationally less intensive than the techniques discussed
above.

2.3 Traffic Analysis and Simulation Models

Many computer models are available today for analyzing various operating
environments such as signalized intersections, arterial networks, freeway corridors, and
rural highways. Both microscopic and macroscopic computer simulation models were
developed for these environments [13].
For signalized intersections, microscopic models like NET SIM, TEXAS, SIGSIM
etc are available. Of these, NETSIM is used in this project. Many macroscopic models
are also available for signalized intersections. Some of these are SIDRA, CALSIG,
SOAP-84, HCS, etc. Of these, SOAP-84 is used in this project.
These software models were used to validate delay computations and percentage
of stopped vehicles obtained from the simulation program developed for this research.

2.3.1 NETSIM
NETSIM is a network simulation model, which performs a microscopic simulation
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of an urban traffic network. It is designed to be an operational tool for evaluating
alternative network control and traffic management strategies. This can also be used to
evaluate single isolated intersections. The input data requirements are rather extensive and
include network supply features, traffic demand patterns, and signal timing plan. The
network is made up of directional links and nodes, and physical features of each link must
be specified. The traffic demand is entered as input and output network flows, and with
specified turning movement patterns and traffic composition.
NETSIM is divided into three major components: the pre-processor, traffic
simulator, and post-processor. The pre-processor is designed to simplify the process of
preparing and checking the data inputs. The simulator consists of the main simulation
program, which consists of 60 separate routines. These may be linked in a variety of
configurations depending on the requirements of the user. The post-processor consists of
routines that operate on the outputs of the main simulation program.
This program keeps track of the time and position of each vehicle in the network.
It simulates individual vehicle behavior in response to traffic conditions.

Delay is

measured as the time which is in excess of the time traveled at free flow speed due to stops
at intersections and other bottlenecks.
NETSIM stop time is the time during which a vehicle is stopped. Its definition is
similar to the average stopped delay per vehicle estimated by Highway Capacity Manual
[ 10].
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2.3.2 SOAP-84
Signal Operations Analysis Package (SOAP) is a macroscopic model which
provides a computerized method of developing control plans for an individual intersection.
It is intended for use in the analysis of design alternatives at four legged intersections with
or without protected left turning intervals in the signal sequence. A wide range of control
alternatives, including both pretimed and traffic actuated equipment may be compared.
The input requirements are simple and include traffic demand, saturation flow
rates, signal timing plan and capacity. The output includes Degree of saturation, average
delays, number of stops, excess fuel consumption, and left turn capacity. The average
delay is computed using Webster’s equation [27]:
d = d l +d2 +d3
where
d . q i-(g /c )i2
1
2[1 -(v/s)]

.....

2 2v(l -X)
d3 = -0.65[C/v2]1/3 X ( 2 +5g/C)

(2.23)

Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Proposed approach

The main objective of this project is to design a fuzzy logic-based controller for
isolated traffic intersections. In this study, an isolated traffic intersection with simple EastWest / North-South streets with through movements and left turn movements is
considered. Vehicle detectors are assumed to be installed on each approach at a distance
D upstream of the intersection. These detectors count the number of vehicles at any time
t within the time interval, At. This gives an estimate of the number of vehicles or flow on
each approach, O ^ t ) , OsaJ t), O ^/t), and O ^Jt), for the North, South, East, and West
approaches respectively. Depending upon the number of vehicles that cleared the
intersection at any time t, the number of vehicles waiting in a queue on any approach is
QnorthO.% Qouthft), Qecut (0, Q

(0 for North, South, East, West respectively can be

calculated. Since the vehicles beyond upstream of the detectors cannot be detected, the
maximum estimated queue length per lane for each approach is given by :
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where:
D is the distance between the detectors and the stop line.
I is the average length occupied by each vehicle in the queue.
A four phase signal consisting o f East-West, North-South, and leading left turns
is considered for this study. The phase diagram of which is shown in Figure 3.1.

It
Figure 3.1: Phase diagram

Each approach has two intervals the Red interval and the Green interval. The green
interval has three components:
1. Lost time T,.
2. Minimum duration Atmm.
3. Maximum duration A t^ .
Lost time represents the time not utilized by the vehicles waiting in the queue at
the beginning of green and the vehicles unable to clear the intersection by the end of the
green interval. It can also be defined as the time during which the intersection is not
effectively used by the movement. This lost time can be categorized into two types:
1. Start-up lost time
2. Clearance lost time.
Start-up lost time is defined as the sum of the differences between the observed
headway for each of the vehicles and the saturation headway before the headway stabilizes.
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Clearance lost time is defined as the time between the last vehicle from one
approach entering the intersection and the termination of yellow signal, assuming
conditions in which demand is present to utilize all available green time.
Minimum duration Atmin represents the minimum green time duration that should
be provided for each phase when it is initiated. This ensures that the green signal stays
long enough for safe operation of a single waiting vehicle to clear the intersection.
Maximum duration Atmax represents the maximum green duration that can be
provided to any phase.

3.1.1 Treatment of through traffic

The main objective of this study is to design an adaptive signal controller for
isolated intersection with existing detector setup.

With the current placement of

detectors, it is difficult have an estimate of turning movements. Ideally, count detectors
should be placed immediately down stream of the intersection in each lane. But the cost
of implementing such a scheme may be prohibitive.
In this study, the approach traffic is assumed to have only left turning and through
movements. For the purpose of simulating left turning traffic volume, such traffic is
assumed to be equal to some percentage of the total traffic (TF). So, if “x” is the percent
of left turning traffic, and TF is the total flow per approach, then

(3.2)
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where Tth is the volume of through traffic.
It is assumed that this vehicular traffic is evenly distributed in all the through lanes
available on the approach.

3.1.2 Treatment of left turning traffic

As discussed above, getting estimates of turning traffic is a difficult task. Handling
these, is not adequately addressed in the design of adpative controllers. The approach
proposed in this study is to consider intersections with signals operating under leading left
turns. Normal traffic actuated control using presence detectors at the stop line is assumed
to be used to determine whether to initiate the green signal for left turns and when to
terminate it. After the end of left turn signal, the fuzzy logic controller will be activated
to control the duration of the green signal for through movements. The controller will also
have to keep track of left turning traffic both in red direction and green direction.

3.1.3 Modeling o f Traffic controlfo r Isolated Intersection
Figure 3.2 shows a single intersection with East-West / North-South movements.
It has both through and left turning movements in all the directions. Vehicles are detected
by the vehicle detectors placed at some distance upstream of the intersection. These
detectors can, however detect only total traffic per approach at any time t between the
intervals At. These cannot distinguish between different turning movements. Ideally,
detectors to detect the left turning traffic have to be placed at the beginning of the left
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turning bay provided. Since the objective is to use the detector configuration currently in
use in practice, the controller will use presence detectors typically placed on left turning
bays. The left turning movement will then be controlled as an actuated phase. The vehicle
detectors count the number of vehicles within a time period, At. This count is defined as
the traffic flow in each of the four directions, Oeap O ^,, Ono„A, and Osouth. The traffic is
also described as the number of vehicles waiting in queue QeasP

Qmr,h, and Qsouth and

the maximum queue that can be detected is given by Qlimil as discussed above. The queue
length in red interval at time t at the end of the interval At is equal to:
if 0 , ( 0 s

0 ,(0 = 2,('-A <) ♦ 0 ,(0

(3.3)

0,(0

=

Q,m,

where r corresponds to the red approach at time t. Similarly, queue length in each
approach with green interval is eqaul to:
Qg( 0 = Qg( t - A 0 + Og( t ) - O S ( t )
Qg( 0 = QUmit
Qg(0 = 0

i f 0 <; Qg(t) * QUmt
if Qg(t) > Qlim„

i f Qg{t) <

(3.4)

o

Where, OS(t) is the saturation flow rate out of the intersection. OS(t) is equal to zero
during lost time. It is defined as:
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OS(t)*0
(3.5)
OS(t) = S

Otherwise

Where, tgreen is the most recent time the traffic signal was switched to green.

3.1.4 Two_stage Fuzzy Logic Controlfo r a Single Intersection
The logic of the controller has been divided into two stages to maintain the clarity
of the control. The first stage consists of determining “traffic intensities in the green and
red directions. These are established using the principles of fuzzy logic. The second stage
is making the decision to switch or to extend the current green by another interval using
the fuzzy input variables.
The traffic intensity in the green direction is a function of two factors:
1. Maximum Approach Flow observed during At.
2. Maximum Queue Length observed at the start of At.
The maximum flow in the green direction can be defined by following equation:
Omax = max[Oeasl(t), O ^Jt)]

if the green signal is along the East-West direction

or,
Omax = max[0 ^ ( t ) , Osouth()]

if the green signal is along North-South direction.

Similarly, the maximum queue in green direction can be defined by:
Qmax = max(Qemr QweJ
or,

tf ^ie green signal is along East-West direction
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Qmax = max(Qnorth Qsoutl)

if the green signal is along North-South direction.

These parameters are described by trapezoidal memberships sets. These sets are
used to describe human characterization of different parameters.

The linguistic

description of fuzzy membership sets, of the traffic along the green signal direction, TRgreen
is shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. In this study the traffic flow is described using fuzzy
linguistic terms: ZERO, SMALL, MEDIUM, and BIG.
For example, a flow of one vehicle per approach per interval is considered to have
memberships in zero and small sets with truthfulness of one in both, which means the flow
can be considered either zero or small. On the other hand a flow of “8” can be considered
to have memebership only in the “B IG ’ set with truthfulness value of one.
Similarly, the same fuzzy linguistic terms are used to describe the traffic queue.
The trapezoidal functions representing the membership sets for queues are shown in figure
3.4. These trapezoidal sets can be defined by using its four vertices as the comer points.
Based on the outputs of

and

and the fuzzy sets listed in Tables 3.1 & 3.2

for Flow and Queue respectively, a new variable describing the traffic intensity (TR
in the green direction is introduced. This variable is described using the fuzzy inference
rules that determine the fuzzy linguistic description of TRgreen as a function of 0 ^ and
Qmix. These rules are listed in Table 3.3. A sample rule is:

if <

is Zero > and <

is small > then < IR green is small >

(3 .6 )

Figure 3.3: Sample Fuzzy Sets for Flow
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Figure 3.4: Sample Fuzzy Sets for Queue
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The truthfulness of T R ^ is equal to:

VVKgrJ) =

M(°max)> M Q n J )

(3.7)

The same fuzzy linguistic terms and functions used in describing traffic queues are used
in describing traffic intensity. More than one rule may be excited since the sets of Omax and
Qmax are overlapping. The process of defuzzification is used to produce a definitive
numerical value of the traffic intensity for the controller. In this study moment of area
method (MOM) is used for defuzzification.
Similarly, the fuzzy description of the traffic intensity in the red approach is defined
using the longest queue as follows:
TRni = max [ Qmft), Qw ft) ]

if red signal is along the east-west direction

or
TR„d = wax [ Qnroft), QsouthO) ]

f red signal is along the north-south direction.

The membership sets used for traffic queue are used to describe TR^,.

Table 3.1: Co-ordinates of the four vertices for sample flow fuzzy sets.
Vertex No —*

1

2

3

4

ZERO (Z)

(0.1)

(0,1)

0,1)

(2,0)

SMALL (S)

(0,0)

(1,1)

(2,1)

(3,0)

MEDIUM (M)

(1,0)

(2,1)

(3,1)

(4,0)

BIG (B)

(3,0)

(4,1)

(5,1)

(5,1)

Set 1
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Table 3.2: Co-ordinates of four vertices for sample queue fuzzy sets.
Vertex No. ->

1

2

3

4

ZERO (Z)

(0,1)

(0,1)

(1,1)

(2,0)

SMALL (S)

(1,0)

(3,1)

(5,1)

(7,0)

MEDIUM (M)

(6,0)

(8,1)

(11,1)

(13,0)

BIG (B)

(11,0)

(15,1)

.. (20,1)

(20,1)

Set 1

Table 3.3: Fuzzy rules for green traffic intensity
Omax —»

Z (Zero)

S (Small)

M (Medium)

B (Big)

Z (Zero)

Z

S

S

M

S (Small)

S

M

M

M (Medium)

s
s

M

B

B

B (Big)

M

B

B

B

Qmax I

The second stage of the fuzzy controller involves using fuzzy rules based on
observed traffic intensities to determine if the current traffic signal should be extended or
terminated. These fuzzy rules depend on traffic intensities, TRgretn and TRrtch and they are
activated only if the time since the ith switching of the green signal, t-tgreen(i), is between
Atmmand Atmax which are the minimum and the maximum permissible durations of green
signal in a direction. The decision process involves using another set of fuzzy rules that are
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functions of the traffic intensities in the green and red approaches. The output of these
rules are finite values that are expressed as:
E (extend) = 1
T (terminate) = -1

A sample rule is:
i f < TRgreen is Big > and < TRred is zero > then < 1 >

(3 .8 )

In this case, the controller’s objective is to extend the green signal for at least At seconds
more. In general, more than one rule may become simultaneously active. In that case the
output of those rules is averaged and rounded-off to minus one if the average is less than
zero, or to one if the average is greater than or eqaul to zero. Table 3.4 summarizes the
rules for the second stage of the controller.

Table 3.4: Fuzzy rules for switching traffic signals
Tgreen —►

Z (Zero)

S (Small)

M (Medium)

B (Big)

Z

1

1

1

1

s

-1

1

1

1

M

-1

-1

1

1

B

-1

-1

-1

1

Tred 1
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In this study, these rules are selected with an overall objective of minimizing vehicle
delays.

3.2 Computation of average vehicle delays

Measures for assessing the performance of traffic controllers typically include
average vehicle delays and the number of stops. The total vehicle delay within each
interval At, for an approach a, at time t, is given by:

B . ( 0 = [& ,« -< * )■ * 2 .(0 ] * " f

(3.9)

where Da (t) is the total delay for approach a at time t.
Q, (t) is the total queue for approach a at time t.
Therefore, the average delay per cycle for all approaches is equal to the delay divided by
the total number of vehicles. This can be represented by the equation as:
ft -

1

,s r m

E

(0.(0+0.(0+0,(0+ 0,(0)

Average Delay = — —----------------------------------------------I. _

1 '

(3.10)

*green

E

k =0

(0.(0+o.(0 *0,(0 *o,(0)

3.3 Computation of Stopped vehicles

The second measure of performance of the controller is percent stopped vehicles.
It is equal to the total number of vehicles stopped on all approaches divided by total
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approach volume.
k=t Sm
elt
STV=
£
k =0

(STVe(t)+STVw(t)+ ST Vn( t ) +STVs(t))

where tgreen(i-l) ^ t ^ tgreen (I)
Oa(t) is the total flow per approach at time t.
STVa(t) is the total stopped vehicles at time t.
STVa(t) = Oa(t)

ifQ a(t)>0

STVa(t) = 0

if Qa(t) = 0

(3.11)

Chapter 4

Simulation of Fuzzy Control for an Isolated Intersection

4.1 Description of Simulation Program

Computer simulation models play a major role in the analysis of the highway
transportation system and related components. These models mean different things to
different people. In the broadest sense, simulation could be represented by such things as
a physical model, a verbal description, or an equation. It uses numerical techniques for
conducting experiments on a computer and may be microscopic or macroscopic in nature.
It may also involve mathematical models that describe the behavior of a system over
extended periods of real time. [13]
This section presents the description of the simulation of traffic at an isolated
intersection. Simulation was performed to verily the effectiveness of the fuzzy control
scheme. The simulation program is written in C++. Although, the program has the
flexibility for changing various input parameters such as number of through lanes and left
turning lanes in any direction, It is assumed that each approach has three through lanes and
one left turning lane. A simple 4-phase signal with leading left turns having minimum
Atmim and maximum, Atman green durations of 8 and 72 seconds respectively is assumed.
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The lost time per phase is assumed to be 4 seconds, the saturation flow is assumed to be
1800 vehicles/lane/hour, and the time interval At is assumed to be 4 seconds. The flow
chart of the program is shown in Figure 4.1.
At time t = 0, simulation program begins with East-West through movements. The
time is incremented in the intervals o f dt.
•

If the duration of the current phase is less than Atmim then the current phase of
green is extended by another dt.

•

If the duration is greater than Atmcathen terminate the current green phase.

•

Else, if the duration is greater than the Atmin and less than A ^ , then the traffic
demand on all the approaches is checked and the maximum queue and max flow
on current green approaches and competing approaches is determined. A decision
to extend or terminate the current green phase is made based on the fuzzy rules.
If a decision is made to extend the current green phase, it will be extended by dt.

•

Else, if a decision is made to terminate current green phase for the current
direction, green signal for competing direction with leading left turns is started
provided if there are any left turn vehicles in the turning bay.

•

Else, green signal is given to the through movements in that direction.
Since the left turns are assumed to work as actuated signals, extending or

terminating green for this phase is determined by the presence of vehicles and maximum
left turning duration. A sample of input data file is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Time t *» 0
Terminate Green For Lcfi Turns.
Stan Through Movemena for
Conflicting Movements

Cucrem Grcea Phase EW

Data from Oetector

D t-0

Axe There Any More Vehicle*

Extcori the Green for current Phase
Estimate Vehide Delays

Yo

T -t+ d i

TIeft-TkQ+<*

Conpae Fuzzy Sets for
Quaes tad Flow

T k ft-0
Stan with leading kft Tuna

Treounxu Green For Through

•Y»*

Figure 4.1: Flow Chart o f Simulation Program.
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seed.nm ber
104007B
sv itc b in g .ra tio
0.0
la z iiu i.d u ra tio n
72
lin iiu a .d u ra tio n
8
lo s t.tia e /p h a s e
4
tiie .in te r v a l( d t)
4
•ai.d etec t.q u e u e
60
e .v .n u ib e r.o f.Ia n es 3
n .s.n u ib e r.o f.la n e s 3
E .M .left.lan es
1
lt_S_lef t_lanes
I
s a t.flo v /la n e
1800
s i m l a ti o n .t i i e
3600
p re tia e .c y d e
SO
r e h id e .a r r iv a ls
I (poisson=l,unifon=0)
le ft.tu rn .p ro p o rtn 20
p re .ev .tv .p ro p
0.274
p re .n s.ty .p ro p
0.274
pre.ey _ lt.p ro p
0.226
p re .n s .lt.p ro p
0.226
avg.flov/Iane east vest nortb
p e rio d .1
400 400 200
period_2
400 400 200
perio d .3
200 200 400
period_4
200 200 400
flov.zero
f lo v .s ia ll
flo v .ie d im
flo v .b ig

0
0
1
2

0
0
2
3

0
1
2
15

2
2
3
15

flo v .zero
f lo v .s ia ll
flo v .ae d iu i
flo v .b ig

0
0
1
2

0
1
2
3

0
1
2
15

2
3
4
15

flov.zero
f lo v .s ia ll
flo v .ie d io i
flo v .b ig

0
0
1
3

0
1 2
1 2
3
2
3
4
4 100 100

flo v .zero
f lo v .s ia ll
flo v .ie d iu i
flo v .b ig

0
0
2
4

0
1 3
1 3
4
3
4
6
6 100 100

queue.zero
qu eu e .sia ll
queue.iediua
queue.big

south
200
200
400
400

0 0
I
3
1 3
a
5
5 a 11 15
11 15 200 200

Figure 4.2: Input Data File for Simulation Program.
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The input file consists of a seed number for random number generation, minimum
and maximum green durations, maximum detectable queue, the number of lanes in each
direction, vehicle arrival pattern, proportion of left turn volume as a percentage of through
volume traffic, the percentage of green splits with respect to cycle length for pre-timed
control, the average flow in vehicles/hour/lane per direction, different fuzzy sets for flow
and queue.

4.2 Generation of case study

In this study an isolated intersection was considered. Vehicle arrival rate is
assigned to each approach.

At every simulation time step, a random number was

generated for each lane group. The detectors for each approach were assumed to be
located 400 feet upstream. Assuming the average headway of 20 feet per car, the
maximum detectable queue length is equal to 20 vehicles per lane, for a total QUmi, of 60
vehicles per approach.
Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 show the flow on all four approaches for an average
arrival rate of 300 vph/lane. The arrival rate for each approach is varied over the
simulation period. In the first half East-West bound approaches were assumed to have an
arrival rate of 400 vph/lane while the North-South bound approaches were assumed to
have an arrival rate of 200 vph/lane. In the later half, The arrival rates for these
approaches were interchanged. Since the idea was to compare the performance of the
fuzzy controller with the best possible performance of the pretimed controller, optimal
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cycle length was determined using SOAP-84. Table 4.1 shows the number of vehicles
generated per approach for an hour’s simulation.

Table 4.1: Vehicles per approach with time for a flow rate of 300 vph/lane.
Direction ->

North

North

West

West

North

North

South

South

Simulation 1

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

00:15:00

252

59

226

59

119

30

132

34

00:30:00

236

56

218

60

130

32

107

24

00:45:00

105

24

130

32

259

62

241

61

01:00:00

115

34

110

28

225

55

268

59

Total

708

173

684

179

733

179

748

178

4.2.1 Validation o f program
Validation of the simulation program is done with two softwares namely NETSIM
and SOAP-84. Using NETSIM the flow is broken down into 5-minute periods and is
given as input into NETSIM and the simulation is run for an hour’s duration. The delays
and number of stops obtained from the NETSIM program are compared with those
obtained from the simulation program.
SOAP: The input for SOAP-84 is divided into 4-fifteen minute periods. For each
period average flow per approach, saturation flow rate, headway, and minimum timimg
for each phase are given as inputs and the feature of optimising cycle length based on
delays and stops in SOAP is invoked. The optimized cycle length and green splits for

phases for the flow is given as an input to the simulation program. The delays and number
o f stops obtained from SOAP are compared with those obtained from the simulation
program.
In this research, only results for pre-timed control could be validated because of
the software restrictions of the current available software. An attempt was made to
simulate the fuzzy control by dividing the simulation time into number of intervals based
on the uniformity in response of the fuzzy controller to the traffic. The generated flow and
the green splits obtained for fuzzy control from the simulation program was broken into
n different parts. These flows and average green splits are given as input to NETSIM and
the simulation is carried out for an hour’s duration. But this implementation was not
found to represent an exact fuzzy control as the cycle length and, thus, green splits for
phases may vary drastically from one cycle length to another within a short period of time.
Ideally, to simulate the fuzzy control, the simulation time should be divided into number
of intervals equal to number of cycle lengths simulated by fuzzy control. But, the
maximum number of intervals allowed by NETSIM is restricted to 19, which may be lower
than the intervals required.

Figure 4.3: Variation of Flow WitbTime
for East Bound Approach
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Figure 4.4: Variation ofFlow With Time
for West Bound Approach
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Figure 4.S: Variation of Flow With Time
for North Bound Approach
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Figure 4.6: Variation of Flow With Time
for South Bound Approach
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Chapter 5

Discussion of Results

The methodology developed and the specific inputs described in the previous
chapters were used to assess the performance of the fuzzy controller. In this section the
results obtained from simulation and validation programs are discussed and the results for
fuzzy control are compared with those obtained for pre-timed control.

5.1 Validation of results

As discussed in Chapter 4, the performance of the controller is validated by two
different software, NETSIM, and SOAP. In NETSIM, the pre-timed control is simulated
by dividing the simulation time into four 15 minute periods. The summary of delay
obtained for pre-timed control is shown in Table 5.1 while the summary of percent stops
is presented in Table 5.2.
The results shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are obtained by running the NETSIM
simulation with different random numbers for five times and the average of the delays and
percent stops was computed. Similarly, the simulation program is run 10 times with
different random numbers and the average of the delays and percent stops was computed.
SOAP was run once with the objective of computing the optimal cycle length for pre56
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timed controller. From the Table 5.1 it is observed that the delays obtained from
simulation program, SOAP and NETSIM closely match at lower flow rate. At higher
flows the difference between the delays obtained for simulation program and NETSIM is
comparable while the difference between these programs and SOAP is significant. This
may be due to the fact that SOAP is a macro simulation program and the delays computed
by it are based on uniform flows while NETSIM and simulation program developed
simulate vehicle by vehicle based on random arrivals.

Table 5.1: Comparison of Estimated Delay Between Different Softwares
Software -*

Source program

SOAP-84

Flow 1

Sec/ Veh

Sec/Veh

250

21.78

21.55

21.0

300

24.56

24.41

29.4

350

52.48

28.39

52.3

NETSIM
Sec/ Veh

Table 5.2: Comparison of Estimated Vehicle Stops Between Different Softwares
Software -*

Source Program

SOAP-84

NETSIM

Flow 1

% stopped Veh

% Stopped Veh

%Stopped

250

91.4

94.3

84.0

300

93.36

95.1

88.9

350

95.86

96.4

90.3
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The delays obtained from NETSIM may be different from the delays obtained from
other programs because NETSIM is a microscopic simulation model.

It generates

randomly the number of vehicles on an approach for each lane. During the simulation,
when a vehicle approaches a red signal, a deceleration rate of 1 foot/sec2 is applied until
the speed is dropped by 10 percent followed by a deceleration rate of 7 feet/sec2 until the
vehicle halts. Similarly, when a vehicle in queue is given a green signal, the first vehicle
will incur start-up lost time, while the second vehicle incurs a start-up lost time equal to
mean headway plus 0.5 sec, the third vehicle incurs a start-up lost time equal to mean
headway plus 0.2 sec. The fourth and subsequent vehicles may leave the intersection at
the rate of mean headway. This extra lost time incurred by the second and third vehicles
is not accounted for in both SOAP-84 and simulation programs developed.

5.2 Fuzzy Controlled Signals

In this section results of the fuzzy controller are presented. Figures 5.1 to 5.4
show the graphs for specific simulation for an average flow of 300 VPH/ lane. From the
graphs for queues and flows it can be seen that initially the East and West bound
approaches have longer queues since there is more flow in that direction. Later on it is
observed that the North and South Bound approaches have longer queues as there is more
flow in that direction.
From the graph for green splits Figure 5.2 it is observed that the controller gave
more green time to East and West bound approaches initially and later on it gave extended
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green times to North and South bound approaches. This shows that the controller is
adaptable to different traffic conditions, and it responds to intensity of traffic. The
summary of the results are as shown in the Tables 5.3 to 5.6.

Table 5.3 Green Splits for Fuzzy Controller for Test case of 300 vph/lane.
Simulation Time -♦

1800

1800

3600

3600

Approach 1

Max

Min

Max

Min

East-West Through

48

12

16

8

East-West Left

20

0

16

0

North-South Through

20

8

72

8

North-South Left

12

0

20

8

Table 5.4: Generated Flow per Approach for Test Case of 300 vph/lane.
Direction —*

North

North

West

West

North

North

South

South

Simulation 1

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

00:15:00

252

59

226

59

119

30

132

34

00:30:00

236

56

218

60

130

32

107

24

00:45:00

105

24

130

32

259

62

241

61

01:00:00

115

34

110

28

225

55

268

59

Total

708

173

684

179

733

179

748

178
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Table 5.5: Maximum Queue per Approach With The Use of Fuzzy Controller
Direction

North

North

West

West

North

North

South

South

Simulation i

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

00:30:00

22

8

22

9

13

4

12

3

01:00:00

11

5

12

4

17

8

15

7

The average delay incurred by the traffic for this flow with the use of fuzzy controller is
22.12 Sec / Veh. The summary of delay and percentage stopped vehicles for different
flows per lane is presented below.

Table 5.6: Delay and Percent Stopped With The Use of Fuzzy Controller
Flow/Hr

150

200

250

Delay

18.94

19.38

20.9

22.12

24.7

30.58

40.3

60

% stopped

76.4

64.77

83.12

87.72

93.38

96.98

97.98

98.25

300

350

400

450

500

Figure 5.1: Variation of Cycle Length With Time
for Fuzzy Controller fur Test Case
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Figure 5.3: Variation of Flow With Time
for East and North Bound Approaches
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5.3 Pre-timed Signals

In this section simulation results of the pre-timed controller are presented. The
optimal green splits for a particular flow are pre-determined using the SOAP program.
The optimal cycle length for 300 vph/lane was found to be 50 sec. Table 5.7 summarizes
the maximum queue accumulated on each approach for a flow rate of 300 vph/lane.
Similarly, optimal cycle lengths for flows varying from 150 vph/lane to 500 vph/lane were
determined and simulated using the developed program. The delays and percent stops
obtained for different flow conditions is summarized in Table 5.8. From the Table it could
be observed that the delay increases with the increase in flow. The increase is significant
at higher flows.

Table 5.7: Maximum Queue per Approach With The Use of Pre-timed Controller.
Direction —*

North

North

West

West

North

North

South

South

Simulation 1

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

Thro

Left

00:30:00

17

7

23

6

12

3

12

3

01:00:00

12

5

11

3

16

7

17

7

Table 5.8 Delay and Percent Stopped for pre-timed Controller
150

200

250

300

Delay

18.2

20.72

21.72

25.39

% stopped

90

93.6

91.4

93.43

Flow/Hr

400

450

500

54.8

47.36

77.47

135.6

96.1

95.7

96.67

97.8

350
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5.4 Comparison of Performance

In this section the performance of the fuzzy controller is compared to the
performance of the pre-timed controller. The graph as shown in the Figure 5.5 for delays
shows that the performance of the fuzzy controller is better than the pre-timed controller.
Though for low volumes, the controllers have comparable performance. As the flow per
lane increases the performance of the pre-timed controller in terms of delay deteriorates
much faster than the fuzzy controller.
Figure 5.6 for stopped delays shows that the fuzzy controller for low volumes has
lower percentage of vehicle stops as compared to pre-timed controller. As the flow per
lane increases the percentage stops for fuzzy controller are little higher than for the pre
timed controller.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show movement specific delays as incurred by the vehicles in
through and left turning movements, respectively. It is observed that the delay curve for
through movements is similar to the average delay curve obtained for the intersection.
However, the delay curve for left turning movements shows that the delay is higher than
pre-timed controller for low flows and then slowly decreases to a minimum value of 24.8
sec/veh and then again increases to 60.94 sec/veh. This is because, at low volumes the
fuzzy controller tried to extend the green time for the through movements as switching
decisions by the controller are made only on the basis of traffic intensity for the through
movements, thereby making the vehicles in the left turning bay wait that much longer
before they are given green signal.
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From the graphs it is observed that the fuzzy controller is more stable than the pre
timed controller, and it has lower percentage of stops at lower flows and lower delay at
higher flows. Unlike pre-timed controller, the delays for fuzzy control increases very
smoothly with increase in flow per lane. The summary of the delay for various flows is
presented in Tables 5.9 - 5.11.

Table 5.9: Comparison of Delay Between Fuzzy and Pretimed Controller.
Flow/Hr —► 150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Fuzzy

18.94

19.38

20.9

22.12

24.7

30.58

40.3

60

Pre-timed

18.2

20.72

21.72

25.39

54.8

47.36

77.47

135.6

Delay i

Table 5.10: Comparison of Delay for Through Movements.
Flow/Hr -*

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Delay 1

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Fuzzy

15.65

15.7

18.84

20.78

24.7

32.1

42.4

50.1

Pre-timed

13.78

20.1

20.36

22.79

58.69

50.1

76.6

140.9

Table 5.11: Comparison of Delay for Left turning Movements.
Flow/Hr —*

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Delay 1

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Fuzzy

32.23

33.32

29.12

28.4

24.8

25.04

31.78

60.94

Pre-timed

19.56

24.33

27.36

32.86

30.6

56.47

52.47

92.14
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Figure 5.9 presents the comparison of delay as incurred by the vehicles when the
flow is uniform and non-uniform.

From the graph it could be observed that the

performance of the pretimed controller deteriorates under fluctuating traffic conditions and
this is particularly significant at high traffic flow conditions. The performance of the fuzzy
controller could be observed to be stable both under uniform and non-uniform flow
conditions. The summary of the delays and percent stops is presented in Tables 5.12 and
5.13.

Table 5.12: Comparison of Delay for Uniform and Non-Uniform Flows.
Flow/Hr —>

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Delay I

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Fuzzy Unif

18.74

19.2

20.8

22.1

25.2

31.26

40.23

51.1

Pretimed Unif

14.78

15.76

19.5

21.0

22.78

28.61

36.52

54.9

Fuzzy Var

18.94

19.38

20.9

22.12

24.7

30.58

40.3

60

Pretimed Var

18.2

20.72

21.72

25.39

54.8

47.36

77.47

135.6

Table 5.13: Comparison of Percent Stops for Uniform and Non-Uniform Flows.
150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Delay i

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Fuzzy Unif

81.04

84.68

88.06

91.68

95.58

97.30

97.55

98.28

Pretimed Unif

87.84

90.52

93.58

91.74

94.0

94.85

96.56

97.86

Fuzzy Var

76.4

74.44

83.12

87.72

93.38

96.98

97.98

98.25

Pretimed Var

90

93.6

91.4

93.43

96.1

95.7

96.67

97.8

Flow/Hr

Figure5.5: Comparison of Delay Between
Fuzzy and pretimed Controllers
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Fuzzy and Pretimed Controllers
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5.5 Sensitivity Analysis

Fuzzy sets for queues and Fuzzy rules for switching control appear to have
significant effect on the performance of the controller. Therefore, sensitivity analysis was
performed on these parameters.
Fuzzy sets for queues were varied according to the following description. Fuzzy
sets 2 and 3 have the trapezoids shift towards zero as compared to the base set fuzzy set
No.l. In doing so, these sets are exaggerating the memberships values of queue. On the
other hand fuzzy sets 4 and 5 shift away from zero, thereby resulting in under estimation
of queues where the crisp values for queues are converted into a linguistic description.
For example a queue of 4 is said to have memberships only in small for fuzzy sets 1,2, and
4 whereas in set 3 it has partial memberships in both small and medium, while it has
membership only in zero for set 5. This is presented in Figure 5.10.
Figures 5.11 - 5.14 show the effects of different fuzzy sets for queues on the
performance of the system. It could be observed that Fuzzy set #3 has minimum delays.
The summary of the different fuzzy sets used for the sensitivity analysis are summarized
in Tables 5.14 - 5.18.
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Figure 5.10: Membership Representation of Flow in Different Fuzzy Sets.
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Table 5.14: Fuzzy Set 1 for Queue

Vertex No. —►

1

2

3

4

ZERO (Z)

(0,1)

(0,1)

(1,1)

(2,0)

SMALL (S)

(1,0)

(3,1)

(5,1)

(7,0)

MEDIUM (M)

(6,0)

(8,1)

(11,1)

(13,0)

BIG (B)

(11,0)

(15,1)

(20,1)

(20,1)

Set!

Table 5.15: Fuzzy Set 2 for Queue
Vertex No. —*

1

2

3

4

ZERO (Z)

(0,0)

(0,1)

0,1)

(2,0)

SMALL (S)

(1,0)

(3,1)

(4,1)

(5,0)

MEDIUM (M)

(4,0)

(5,1)

(8,1)

(11,0)

BIG (B)

(9,0)

(12,1)

(100,1)

(100,1)

Set 1

Table 5.16: Fuzzy Set 3 for Queue.
1

2

3

4

ZERO (Z)

(0,0)

(0,1)

(0,1)

(2,0)

SMALL (S)

(0,0)

(2,1)

(3,1)

(5,0)

MEDIUM (M)

(3,0)

(4,1)

(6,1)

(8,0)

BIG (B)

(6,0)

(7,1)

(100,1)

(100,1)

Vertex No. —*
Set 1
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Table 5.17: Fuzzy Set 4 for Queue.

1

2

3

4

ZERO (Z)

(0,0)

(0,1)

(2,1)

(4,0)

SMALL (S)

(2,0)

(4,1)

(7,1)

(9,0)

MEDIUM (M)

(7,0)

(9,1)

05,1)

(18,0)

BIG (B)

(16,0)

(1M ) ....

(100,1)

(100,1)

Vertex No. -*
Set 1

Table 5.18: Fuzzy Set 5 for Queue.
1

2

3

4

ZERO (Z)

(0,0)

(0,1)

(4,1)

(6,0)

SMALL (S)

(4,0)

(6,1)

(9,1)

(12,0)

MEDIUM (M)

(10,0)

(12,1)

(18,1)

(21,0)

BIG (B)

(19,0)

(21,1)

(100,1)

(100,1)

Vertex No. -*■
Set 1

The results obtained by varying the fuzzy sets are summarized in Tables 5.19 and 5.20.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 presents the variation of delay for different fuzzy sets for queues.
It may be observed that the delays for fuzzy controller are higher than the pretimed
controller at lower flows while at higher flows the delays for the fuzzy controller are lower
than the pretimed controller. Fuzzy set 3 seems to have better performance than other
fuzzy sets in terms of delays.
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Table 5.19: Delay comparison between various Fuzzy Sets.

Set No. ->

Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy Set

Flow/Hr i

1

2

3

4

5

150

18.94

15.95

15.53

21.92

27.98

200

19.38

17.0

16.26

21.5

25.53

250

20.9

18.22

17.18

22.42

27.18

300

22.12

20.18

20.18

23.75

27.76

350

24.7

24.38

24.07

26.1

29.35

400

30.58

31.77

30.49

32.73

33.84

450

40.3

40.36

38.8

43.28

45.28

500

59.5

57.34

56.68

63.4

64.81

Table 5.20: Vehicle stops Comparison Between Different Queue Fuzzy Sets.
Set No. —*

Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy Set

Fuzzy Set

Flow/Hr 1

1

2

3

4

5

150

76.4

80.43

79.93

73.42

70.46

200

74.44

78.18

79.63

72.97

70.3

250

83.12

86.78

88.02

91.66

91.4

300

87.72

93.43

94.4

86

93.43

350

93.38

96.11

96.72

91.69

96.1

400

96.98

97.71

97.6

96.41

95.7

450

97.98

97.74

97.9

97.6

96.67

500

98.25

98.0

98.1

98

97.8
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Figure 5.13 presents the variation of cycle length with flow for different fuzzy sets for
queue. It may be observed that the cycle lengths for fuzzy set number 5 decreases with
increase in flow up to a flow rate o f400 vph/lane and then increases while the cycle length
for fuzzy set 3 initially increases then decreases and increases again from a flow rate of 300
vph/lane. Figure 5.14 presents comparison of percent stops between different frizzy sets
for queues. It may be observed that the fuzzy set 3 that seems to do well with delays has
higher percentage of stopped vehicles. But it still has lower percentage of stops when
compared to pretimed controllers at lower flows and has comparable stops at higher flow.

Figure 5.11: Comparison of Delay
for Different Fuzzy Sets for Queue
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Figure 5.12: Comparsion of Delay
for Different Fuzzy Sets for Queue -
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Figure 5.13: Variation of Cycle Length with Flow
for Different Sets for Queue
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Figure S. 14: Comparison of Percent Stops
for Different Fuzzy Sets for Queue
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Fuzzy mles for switching control were also observed to affect the performance
level of the controller significantly. The rule configuration of type 4 which favors faster
switching of signal at higher flows was observed to have worst performance. While the
rule configuration of type 2 which favors faster switching of signals at lower flows and
slower switching of signals at higher flows was observed to have best performance.
Following Tables from 5.21 to 5.26 show the different types of fuzzy rules used for
switching control.

Table 5.21: Type 1 Fuzzy Rules for Switching Control
Tgreen —*

Z (Zero)

S (Small)

M (Medium)

B (Big)

Z

1

1

1

1

s

-1

1

1

1

M

-1

-1

1

1

B

-1

-1

-1

1

Tred 1

Table 5.22: Type 2 Fuzzy Rules for Switching Control.
Tgreen —*

Z (Zero)

S (Small)

M (Medium)

B (Big)

Z

-1

1

1

1

s

-1

-1

1

1

M

-1

-1

1

1

B

-1

-1

1

1

Tred 1
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Table 5.23: Type 3 Fuzzy Rules for Switching Control.

Tgreen -*

Z (Zero)

S (Small)

M (Medium)

B (Big)

Z

1

1

1

1

s

-1

-1

1

1

M

-1

-1

-1

1

B

-1

-1

-1

1

Tred 1

Table 5.24: Type 4 Fuzzy Rules for Switching Control.
Tgreen -*

Z (Zero)

S (Small)

M (Medium)

B (Big)

Z

1

1

1

1

s

-1

1

1

1

M

-1

-1

-1

1

B

-1

-1

-1

-1

Tred 1

Table 5.25: Type 5 Fuzzy Rule for Switching Control.
Tgreen —»

Z (Zero)

S (Small)

M (Medium)

B (Big)

Z

1

1

1

1

s

-1

1

1

1

M

-1

-1

1

1

B

-1

-1

1

1

Tred I
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Table 5.26: Type 6 Fuzzy Rules for Switching Control.

Tgreen

Z (Zero)

S (Small)

M (Medium)

B (Big)

Z

1

1

1

1

s

-1

1

1

1

M

-1

-1

1

1

B

-1

-1

1

1

Tred -1

The results obtained by varying the fuzzy rules are as shown below in Table 5.27. Figures
5.15 and 5.16 present the comparison of delay between different fuzzy rules for switching
control. It is observed that the delays for rule configuration type 4 has comparable delay
at lower flows, but at higher flows it has significantly higher delays than other fuzzy rule
configurations. Figure 5.17 presents variation of cycle length with flow for different fuzzy
rules. It is observed that rule configuration of type 3 has increasing cycle length with
increase in flow. Figure 5.18 presents the variation of percent stops between different
fuzzy rules with increase in flow, it is observed that the rule configuration that seems to
have better performance with respect to delays has higher percent of stops than other rule
configurations. But the percent stops are still lower than the pretimed controller at lower
flow rates and has comparable performance at higher flow rates.
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Table 5.27: Delay comparison between different Fuzzy Rule Sets.

Set No. -+

Fuzzy Set Fuzzy Set Fuzzy Set Fuzzy Set Fuzzy Set Fuzzy Set

Flow/Hr I

1

2

3

4

5

6

150

18.94

13.57

15.8

19.05

18.73

30.62

200

19.38

14.9

16.11

19.64

20.3

28.02

250

20.9

17.23

17.36

20.71

23.87

29.33

300

22.12

20.9

23.94

25.48

29.33

25.39

350

24.7

25.3

31.87

328.58

32.9

59.1

400

30.58

31.42

38.07

547.7

36.3

47.36

450

40.3

40.2

44.64

597.7

44.89

77.47

500

54.58

53.56

59.61

813.56

59.75

135.6

Figure S.1S: Comparison of Delays for Different Fuzzy Rules
for Switching Control
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of Delay for Different Fuzzy Rules
for Switching Control - II
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Figure 5.17: Variation of Cycle Length With Flow
for DifferentFuzzy Rules
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Between Different Fuzzy Rules
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After comparing the effects of fuzzy sets for queues and fuzzy rules for switching,
the best fuzzy set was combined with the best set of fuzzy rules to run the simulation. The
results were then compared with the results for the pre-timed controller.

This is

represented by the graphs in Figures 5.19 and 5.20. This shows the fuzzy controller has
a better performance than the pre-timed controller, and it responds to different traffic
conditions keeping the delays lower than pre-timed controller.

Figure 5.19: Comparison of Delay With Flow
for Optimal fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules
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Figure 5.20: Variation of Cycle length With Flow
for Optimal Fuzzy Set for Queue & Optimal Fuzzy Rules
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Chapter 6

Conclusions & Recommendations

In this study, the use of fuzzy logic for adaptive control of traffic signals was
investigated. A simulation program was written using C++ to evaluate the performance
of the controller under various traffic conditions. Different methods of adaptive control
have been presented and the justification for using fuzzy logic has been discussed. Since
the validity, applicability and the usefulness of any model depends upon the accuracy and
reliability of the values obtained for different parameters, the results obtained for delays
and percent stopped vehicles were validated with standard traffic packages NETSIM, and
SOAP-84.
The results show that the fuzzy logic controller is a very promising method of
effective signal control of isolated intersection. It performs better under heavy traffic
conditions than the pretimed controllers. It demonstrated that it can adjust signal timings
in response to detected real-time traffic to achieve minimum delays. It showed that it can
perform better in continuously changing traffic conditions, for both short run as well as
long run periods, there by eliminates the necessity of different preset signal timing plans
for different times of the day. One of the main advantages of this controller is that it
95

96

doesn’t require any complex mathematical models for making decisions. The decision
making process in this approach is simple and it uses human judgement for control
decisions.
The results for fuzzy control could not be validated using NETSIM-4.0. So
validating the results using some other software which can simulate cycle by cycle for user
specified duration may be investigated.

Recommendations
A detailed analysis on the application of the fuzzy controller to intersections with
different lane configuration in different directions, the effect of different signal timing
plans, time interval At, and other fuzzy control parameters may be performed.
In this study, while defining fuzzy sets for flows, we are restricted to use discrete
numbers i.e., integers, a more realistic approach may be proposed if headways between the
vehicles is used instead of number of vehicles.
In this study the left turning vehicles were assumed to have unlimited capacity, the
effect of spill over queues on the performance of the controller may be analyzed.
The applicability of the controller to multiple intersections may also be
investigated.

APPENDIX -I

SAMPLE SOAP OUTPUT

97

98
..

*

RELEASE: SEPTEMBER, 1988

VERSION 84.04

SIGNAL OP ER ATI ONS ANALYSIS PACKAGE
SPONSORED BY:

DEVELOPED BY:

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH CENTER

SOAP INPUT ECHO

CARD IDA B NBT NBL SBT SBL EBT EBL WBT WBL

++++-++++------

COMMENT

BEGIN 1 0700 0800 15 5 30 .95 .5 first & main
VOLUME 15 0700
6015 60 15 120 30 120 30
VOLUME 15 0715
6015 60 15 120 30 120 30
VOLUME 15 0730 12030 120 30 60 15 60 15
VOLUME 15 0745 12030 120 30 60 15 60 15
CAPACITY60 0700 3 1 3
1 3 1 3 1
HEADWAY
4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
MINGREEN
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
CONTROL 60 0700 1 32 165 0
LEFT
EWNS
SEQUENCE
LT LT
RUN
1

++++.++++-----CARD IDA B NBT NBL SBT SBL EBT EBL WBT WBL
COMMENT
1< SIGNAL OPERATIONS ANALYSIS PACKAGE >
PAGE - 2

L E F T T U R N C H E C K (PER 15 MINUTE PERIOD)

PERIOD NORTHBOUND SOUTHBOUND EASTBOUND WESTBOUND
NO. TIME VOL CAP VOL CAP VOL CAP VOL CAP
1
2
3
4

700 15.
715 15.
730 30.
745 30.

52.
52.
52.
52.

15.
15.
30.
30.

52.
52.
52.
52.

30.
30.
15.
15.

52.
52.
52.
52.

30.
30.
15.
15.

52.
52.
52.
52.

1< SIGNAL OPERATIONS ANALYSIS PACKAGE >

0---------------------DESIGN AND EVALUATION SUMMARY

PAGE - 3

OINTERSECTION NAME
first & main

RUN NO.

TITLE

1:

CONTROLLER SEQUENCE
LOST TIME STEP STOP
TYPE DIAL N/S E/W PHASES /PH TOTAL SIZE PENALTY
PRETIMED 1

LT LT

4

4.0 16.0 5.0

30.0

M E A S U R E S OF E F F E C T I V E N E S S
DELAY STOPS EXC FUEL EXC LEFT MAXIMUM
MOVEMENTS: (VEH-HRS) (%) (GAL) (VEH) QUEUE
NB THRU : 1.46 91.3 4.16
LEFT : .46 93.6
1.12
.0

1.1

SB THRU:
1.46 91.3
4.16
LEFT : .46 93.6
1.12
.0

4.3
.57
1.1
.57

EB THRU : 1.46 91.3 4.16
LEFT : .46 93.6
1.12
.0

4.3
.57
.57
1.1

WB THRU : 1.46 91.3
4.16
LEFT : .46 93.6
1.12
.0

1.1

SUMMARY :

.0

7.66

91.8

21.11

4.3

V/C
RATIO

.57
.57

4.3

.57
.57

4.3

.57

SEQUENCE
LEFT TURN TREATMENT
MOVEMENTS: PROTECTION VEH/CYC P H I PH 2 PH 3 PH 4 PH 5 PH 6
NB THRU
LEFT : REST

XXXX
.0 XXXX

SB THRU
LEFT : REST

XXXX
.0 XXXX

EB THRU
LEFT : REST

.0

XXXX
XXXX

WB THRU
LEFT : REST

.0

XXXX
XXXX

1< SIGNAL OPERATIONS ANALYSIS PACKAGE >

0---------------------DESIGN AND EVALUATION SUMMARY

PAGE - 4
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OINTERSECTION NAME
first & main

RUN NO.

TITLE

1:

CONTROLLER
SEQUENCE
LOST TIME STEP STOP
TYPE DIAL N/S E/W PHASES /PH TOTAL SIZE PENALTY
PRETIMED 1

LT

MEASURES

LT

4

4.0 16.0 5.0

30.0

OF E F F E C T I V E N E S S

0 ANALYSIS: DELAY STOPS EXC FUEL EXC LEFT MAXIMUM
PERIOD: (VEH-HRS) (%) (GAL) (VEH) QUEUE RATIO
700-715:
715- 730:
730- 745:
745- 800:

1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92

SUMMARY :

91.8
91.8
91.8
91.8

7.66

5.28
5.28
5.28
5.28

91.8

.0
.0
.0
.0

21.11

.57
.57
.57
.57

4.3
4.3
4.3
4.3

.0

V/C

4.3

.57

SIGNAL TIMING
ANALYSIS: ALL RED DIAL CYCLE P H I PH 2 PH 3 PH 4 PH 5 PH 6
PERIOD: (SEC) NO. (SEC) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
700-715:
715- 730:
730- 745:
745- 800:

.0
.0
.0
.0

1 35.0:23.1 26.9 23.1 26.9
1
1
1

PERFORMANCE IMPROVED .0% BY TIMING OPTIMIZATION.
1< SIGNAL OPERATIONS ANALYSIS PACKAGE >
PAGE- 5

SOAP INPUT ECHO

CARD IDA B NBT NBL SBT SBL EBT EBL WBT WBL
END

COMMENT

+++ END OF SOAP JOB +++

+++ GOOD NEWS: NO ERRORS ENCOUNTERED DURING THIS JOB +++

APPENDIX -II

SAMPLE NETSIM OUTPUT

102

103

T T T T T T m T T RRRRRRRRR
AAAAAAA FFFFFFFFFFF
TTTTTTTTTTT RRRRRRRRRR AAAAAAAAA FFFFFFFFFFF
TTnTTTTTTT RRRRRRRRRRR AAAAAAAAAAA FFFFFFFFFFF
TTT
RRR RRR AAA AAA FFF
TTT
RRR RRR AAA AAA FFF
TTT RRRRRRRRRRR AAAAAAAAAAA FFFFFFF
TTT RRRRRRRRRR AAAAAAAAAAA FFFFFFF
TTT
RRR RRR
AAA AAA FFF
TTT
RRR RRR AAA AAA FFF
TTT
RRR RRR AAA AAA FFF
TTT
RRR RRR AAA AAA FFF
TTT
RRR RRR AAA AAA FFF
MICRO-COMPUTER PROTECTED-MODE VERSION
(REQUIRES 80386 AND 80387 OR ABOVE)

VERSION 4.00
RELEASE DATE APR 1993
TRAF SIMULATION MODEL
DEVELOPED FOR
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
INTELLIGENT VEHICLE HIGHWAY SYSTEM RESEARCH DIVISION

START OF CASE 1

1
CARD FILE LIST
0SEQ.# :— +— 1— +— 2— +— 3— +— 4— +— 5— +— 6-—+— 7— +-—8
1 isolated Traffic Intersection
2 :Murali M. Ande
3 :0 1
5
00 0

0
6 10 96UNLV
0 0 30700 1 7581

1 1
9761 2

104
4 :9 0 0 900 900 900
3
5:
60
4
6:
1 0Fin350
5
7 : 2 1EB Main St 3 1SB Cross Si; 4 1WB Main St
8 : 5 1NB Cross St
10
9:8002 2
3 0
1
40 20 1011 11
3 4 5
10: 2 1 700 400 3 1 0
4 40 20 35 0011
11
11: 1 2 700
3 0
8002
40 20 35 1011 11
12 :8003 3
3
1
40 20 1011 11
13 : 3 1 700 400 3 1 0
4 5 2
5 40 20 35 0011
11
14: 1 3700
3 0
8003
40 20 35 1011 11
15:8004 4
3
1
40 20 1011 11
16 : 4 1 700 400 3 1 0
5 2 3
2 40 20 35 0011
11
17: 1 4700
3 0
8004
40 20 35 1011 11
18:8005 5
3
1
40 20 1011 11
1 9 : 5 1 700 400 3 1 0
2 3 4
3 40 20 35 0011
11
20: 1 5 700
3 0
8005
40 20 35 1011 11
21 : 2 1 20 80
1 2 100
21
22:8002 2 100
8003 3 100
21
23 : 3 1 20 80
1 3 100
21
24:8004 4 100
8005 5 100
21
25 : 4 1 20 80
1 4 100
21
26: 5 1 20 80
1 5 100
21
27: 1 0 2 3 4 5
16 13 16 13
35
28: 2 08002 1
35
29: 3 08003 1
35
30: 4 08004 1
35
31 : 5 08005 1
35
32 : 1 9292 2424 2929 4242
7060
36
33 : 2 11
70 130 36
34: 3 11
130 60 36
35 : 4 11
70 0 36
36 : 5 11
060
36
37:8002 21350
8003 3 750
8004 41350
50
38:8005 5 750
50
39:
170
40: 0 3 2
210
41 : 1 0 2 3 4 5
16 13 16 13
1135
42 : 1 9292 2424 2929 4242
36
43:8002 21350
8003 3 750
8004 41350
50
44:8005 5 750
50
45 :
170
46: 0 3 2
210
47: 1 0 2 3 4 5
16 13 16 13
1135
48 : 1 9292 2424 2929 4242
36
49 :8002 2 750
8004 4 750
8003 31350
50
50:8005 51350
50
OSEQ.# :— +— 1— +— 2— +— 3— +— 4— +— 5— +— 6— +— 7— +— 8
1
OSEQ.#

CARD FILE LIST (CONT.)
1— — 2— +— 3— — 4— +— 5— +——6

— 7— t — 8

51 :
170
52: 0 3 2
210
53: 1 0 2 3 4 5
16 13 16 13
1135
54 : 1 9292 2424 2929 4242
36
55:8002 2 750
8003 31350
8004 4 750
50
56 :8005 51350
50
57:
170
58: 1 3 2
210
OSEQ.# :— +— 1— +— 2— +— 3— +— 4— +— 5— +— 6— + ~ 7 — +— 8
1

INITIALIZATION STATISTICS
TIME INTERVAL
SUBNETWORK
PRIOR CONTENT
CURRENT CONTENT
NUMBER
TYPE
(VEHICLES)
(VEHICLES)
DIFFERENCE

PERCENT

105
1
2
3
4
I

NETSIM
0
62
10000
NETSIM
62
73
17
NETSIM
73
84
15
NETSIM
84
81
3 EQUILIBRIUM ATTAINED
ALL EXISTING SUBNETWORKS REACHED EQUILIBRIUM
CUMULATIVE NETSIM STATISTICS AT TIME 7:15: 0
ELAPSED TIME IS 0:15: 0 ( 900 SECONDS), TIME PERIOD 1 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

VEHICLE MINUTES

RATIO MINUTES/MILE

SECONDS / VEHICLE

AVERAGE VALUES

VEHICLE
MOVE DELAY TOTAL MOVE/ TOTAL DELAY TOTAL DELAY QUEUE* STOP* STOPS
VOLUME SPEED
LINK
MILES TRIPS TIME TIME TIME TOTAL TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME (%) VPH
MPH

(8002, 2)
339
1356
( 2,
1) 40.30 304 69.5 501.2 570.8 0.12 14.16 12.44 112.6 98.9 76.8
70.8 97 1216 4.2
(
1, 2) 38.98 294 67.3 24.2 91.5 0.74 2.35 0.62
18.7 4.9 0.0 0.0
0 1176 25.6
(8003, 3)
188
752
( 3, 1) 25.19 190 43.5 77.1 120.5 0.36 4.79 3.06
38.1 24.3 18.0 17.1
77 760 12.5
(
1, 3) 26.12 197 45.1 15.4 60.5 0.75 2.32 0.59
18.4 4.7 0.0 0.0
0 788 25.9
(8004, 4)
339
1356
( 4,
1) 41.76 315 72.1 474.2 546.3 0.13 13.08 11.35 104.0 90.3 69.4
64.3 96 1260 4.6
(
1, 4) 39.24 296 67.7 24.7 92.4 0.73 2.36 0.63
18.7 5.0 0.0 0.0
0 1184 25.5
(8005, 5)
188
752
( 5, 1) 25.19 190 43.5 82.1 125.6 0.35 4.99 3.26
39.7 25.9 19.3 18.2
81 760 12.0
(
1, 5) 27.84 210 48.0 15.1 63.2 0.76 2.27 0.54
18.0 4.3 0.0 0.0
0 840 26.5
0SUBNETWORK= 264.62 997 7.61 20.23 27.84 0.27 6.31 4.59
1.68 1.22 0.89 0.82 90.3
- VEHICLE - HOURS — MINUTES / VEHICLE-TRIP — PER
TRIP
1
CUMULATIVE NETSIM STATISTICS AT TIME 7:15: 0
ELAPSED TIME IS 0:15: 0 ( 900 SECONDS),

9.5

TIME PERIOD 1 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

VEH-MINS * AVERAGE - CONGESTION - ------------- Q U E U E L E N G T H (VEHICLE)--- ----------QUEUE STOP OCCUPANCY STORAGE PHASE
AVERAGE QUEUE BY LANE **
MAXIMUM
QUEUE BY LANE
LINK
TIME TIME (VEHICLE) (%) FAILURE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

17
11
( 2, 1) 464.6 428.3 42 .5 37.4
6.4 6.7
0
0 0
( 1, 2) 0.0 0.0
8.4
7.4
0
1 1
( 3, 1) 58.8 55.9
4.3
4.5
0
0 0
( 1, 3) 0.0 0.0
18
9
( 4, 1) 419.9 389.3 39. 1 34.4
6.4
6.7
0
0 0
( 1, 4) 0.0 0.0
8.7 7.7
0
1 1
( 5, 1) 63.3 59.8
4.7
0
4.5
0 0
( 1, 5) 0.0 0.0
0SUBNETWORK= 1006.7 933.3 120.3 141.4

11 12 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
10 11 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
35

1 18 20 22 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 41 5 0 0 0 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 15 16 17 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 41 4 0 0 0 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* THESE VALUES INCLUDE THE TIME FOR VEHICLES CURRENTLY ON THE LINK.
** AVERAGE QUEUE CALCULATED BASED ON TIME SINCE BEGINNING OF SIMULATION

1

NETSIM PERSON MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

LINK

(8002, 2)

PERSON
MILE

PERSON
DELAY
TRIPS
PERSON-MIN

TRAVEL TIME
PERSON-MIN

106
( 2, 1)
( 1, 2)
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1. 3)
(8004, 4)
( 4, I)
( L 4)
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1. 5)

52.4
50.7

395.2
382.2

651.6
31.5

742.0
118.9

32.7
34.0

247.0
256.1

100.2
20.0

156.7
78.6

54.3
51.0

409.5
384.8

616.4
32.1

710.1
120.1

32.7
36.2

247.0
273.0

106.8
19.6

163.3
82.1

1 *** NOTE *** TIME PERIOD 1 SPECIFIC NETSIM STATISTICS ARE THE SAME AS CUMULATIVE OUTPUT AT THE
END OF TIME PERIOD 1.

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE I

LINK

VEHICLE-MILE
LEFT THRU RIGHT

(8002, 2)
( 2, 1)
( L 2)
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1. 3)
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1)
( L 5)

0
7.16 33.14
0.00 38.98

0.00
0.00

5.57 19.62
0.00 26.12

0.00
0.00

8.75 33.01
0.00 39.24

0.00
0.00

5.70 19.49
0.00 27.84

0.00
0.00

0

0

0

VEHICLE-TRIPS
LEFT THRU RIGHT
339
54
0
188
42
0
339
66
0
188
43
0

0
250
294
0
148
197
0
249
296
0
147
210

SPEED (M PH)
STOPS (PCT)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU

0
0

10.9 3.7
0.0 25.6

0.0
0.0

85.2 99.6
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0

0
0

11.7 12.8 0.0
0.0 25.9 0.0

81.0 76.4
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0

0
0

10.3 4.0
0.0 25.5

0.0
0.0

0.0
83.3 100.0
0.0 0.0
0.0

0
0

11.2 12.3 0.0
0.0 26.5
0.0

83.7 80.3
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0

RIGHT

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE II

LINK

MOVING TIME
DELAY TIME
TOTAL TIME
RATIO MOVE/TOTAL
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT

(8002 , 2)
( 2, 1)
( 1, 2)
(8003 . 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1, 3)
(8004 , 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005 . 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1, 5)

12.35 57.19
0.00 67.25

0.00
0.00

27.08 474.13 0.00
39.43 531.32 0.00
0.31 0.1 1 0.00
0.00 24.21 0.00
0.00 91.47 0.00
0.00 0.74 0.00

9.61 33.86
0.00 45.07

0.00
0.00

18.84 58.23
0.00 15.42

15.10 56.96
0.00 67.71

0.00
0.00

35.90 438.29 0.00
51.00 495.25 0.00
0.30 0.12 0.00
0.00 24.70 0.00
0.00 92.42 0.00
0.00 0.73 0.00

9.84 33.63
0.00 48.04

0.00
0.00

20.76 61.36
0.00 15.11

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

28.45 92.08 0.00
0.00 60.48 0.00

30.60 94.98 0.00
0.00 63.15 0.00

0.34 0.37 0.00
0.00 0.75 0.00

0.32 0.35 0.00
0.00 0.76 0.00

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE III

LINK

TOTAL TIME
(SECS/VEH)

DELAY TIME
(SECS/VEH)

QUEUE TIME**
STOP TIME**
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)

107
LEFT
(8002, 2)
( 2, 1) 43.8
0.0
( L 2)
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1) 40.6
0.0
( L 3)
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1) 46.4
0.0
( 1, 4)
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1) 42.7
0.0
( 1, 5)

THRU

RIGHT

LEFT

I

RIGHT

LEFT THRU RIGHT

LEFT

0.0
127.5
18.7 0.0

30.1 113.8
0.0 4.9 i

19.8 444.9
0.0
18.5 409.9
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0
0.0

26.9 23.6
0.0 4.7 i

14.1 44.7
0.0
13.4 42.5
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0
119.3
18.7
0.0

32.6 105.6
0.0 5.0 i

26.7 393.3
0.0
25.0 364.3
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

38.8
18.0

29.0 25.0
0.0 4.3
1

15.9 47.4
0.0
15.4 44.4
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

37.3
18.4

0.0
0.0

THRU

RIGHT

0.0

0.0

•* TIME FOR VEHICLES CURRENT

1
0
0

0

CUMULATIVE VALUES OF FUEL CONSUMPTION AND OF EMISSIONS
LINK

FUEL CONSUMPTION
VEHICLE EMISSION RATES (KG/MILE.HOUR)
GALLONS
M.P.G.
HC
CO NO X
VEHICLE TYPE- AUTO TRUCK BUS AUTO TRUCK BUS
(8002, 2)
4.8 0.0 0.0
0.619 11.834 2.110
( 2, I) 8.9 0.0 0.0
9.4 0.0 0.0
0.255 5.235 1.631
( I, 2) 4.1 0.0 0.0
(8003 . 3)
10.5 0.0 0.0
0.161 2.794 0.702
( 3, 1) 2.3 0.0 0.0
9.2 0.0 0.0
0.171 3.597 1.112
( 1, 3) 2.7 0.0 0.0
(8004 , 4)
5.1 0.0 0.0
0.592 11.289 2.094
( 4, 1) 8.5 0.0 0.0
9.4 0.0 0.0
0.257 5.292 1.649
( 1, 4) 4.1 0.0 0.0
(8005 , 5)
10.4 0.0 0.0
0.162 2.755 0.700
( 5, 1) 2.4 0.0 0.0
9.3 0.0 0.0
0.179 3.831 1.180
( 1, 5) 2.8 0.0 0.0
7.4 0.0 0.0
SUBNETWORK- 35.7 0.0 0.0
0.299 5.828
EMISSION STATISTICS FOR TRUCKS AND BUSES ARE NOT AVAILABLE

THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VEHICLES ON THE NETWORK WAS
THIS MAXIMUM OCCURED AT 769 SECONDS.
1

152 VEHICLES.

CUMULATIVE NETSIM STATISTICS AT TIME 7:30: 0
ELAPSED TIME IS 0:30: 0 ( 1800 SECONDS), TIME PERIOD 2 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

VEHICLE MINUTES

RATIO MINUTES/MILE

SECONDS / VEHICLE

AVERAGE VALUES

VEHICLE MOVE DELAY TOTAL MOVE/ TOTAL DELAY TOTAL DELAY QUEUE* STOP* STOPS
VOLUME SPEED
LINK
MILES TRIPS TIME TIME TIME TOTAL TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME (%) VPH
MPH

(8002 , 2)
( 2, 1) 85.51
( 1, 2) 79.02
(8003 , 3)
( 3, 1) 49.72
( 1, 3) 55.02
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1) 87.23
( 1, 4) 79.02
(8005 . 5)

677
645
596
375
375
415
677
658
596
375

1354
147.5 1196.0 1343. 5 0.1 1 15.71 13..99 125.0 111.3 89.5 82. 8 96 1290 3.8
18.7 4.9 0.0 0.0 0 1192 25.6
136.3 49.1 185.4 0.74 2.35 0.62
750
37.9 24.2 18.3 17..4 77 750 12.6
85.8 151.4 237.2 0.36 4.77 3.04
0 830 26.0
18.4 4.6 0.0 0.0
94.9 32.0 126.9 0.75 2.31 0.58
1354
150.5 1102.1 1252. 6 0.12 14.36 12.63 114.2 100.5 80.4 74. 4 96 1316 4.2
18.6 4.9 0.0 0.0 0 1192 25.7
136.3 48.4 184.7 0.74 2.34 0.61
750

108
( 5, 1) 49.72 375 85.8 158.1 243.9 0.35 4.90 3.18
39.0 25.3 19.4 18.5
79 750 12.2
( 1, 5) 59.13 446 102.0 32.6 134.6 0.76 2.28 0.55
18.1 4.4 0.0
0.0 0 892 26.4
OSUBNETWORK= 544.36 2053 15.65 46.16 61.81 0.25 6.81 5.09
1.81 1.35 1.02 0.95 89.9
-V E H IC L E -H O U R S — MINUTES / VEHICLE-TRIP — PER
TRIP
1
CUMULATIVE NETSIM STATISTICS AT TIME 7:30: 0
ELAPSED TIME IS 0:30: 0 ( 1800 SECONDS),

TIME PERIOD 2 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

Q U E U E L E N G T H (VEHICLE)--- ----------AVERAGE QUEUE BY LANE **
MAXIMUM

VEH-MINS* AVERAGE -C O N G E ST IO N QUEUE STOP OCCUPANCY STORAGE PHASE
QUEUE BY LANE
LINK
TIME TIME (VEHICLE) (%) FAILURE 1 2
( 2, 1) 1045.3 967.0 47.1 41.4
34
13 13 13
6.5
6.8
0
0 0 0 0 0
( L 2) 0.0 0.0
0
1 1 1 0
( 3, 1) 116.6 110.8
8.3 7.3
0
0 0 0 0 0
( 1, 3) 0.0 0.0 4.6 4.8
35
( 4, I) 938.9 869.4 43.0 37.9
11 11 12
6.4
6.7
0
0 0 0 0 0
( I, 4) 0.0 0.0
0
1 1 1 0
( 5, I) 124.3 118.2
8.6 7.5
5.1
0
0 0 0 0 0
( 1, 5) 0.1 0.0 4.8
0SUBNETWORK= 2225.2 2065.3 129.3 15.5
69

8.8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5

4

2
0 0
1 5
0 0
0 2
0 0
1 4
0 0
0

6

7

1 2 3 4

19 22 22
0 0 0 0
4 5 0 0
0 0 0 0
19 17 18
0 0 0 0
4 4 0 0
0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0 10
5
0 0 8
5

* THESE VALUES INCLUDE THE TIME FOR VEHICLES CURRENTLY ON THE LINK.
** AVERAGE QUEUE CALCULATED BASED ON TIME SINCE BEGINNING OF SIMULATION

1

NETSIM PERSON MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

LINK
(8002 . 2)
( 2, 1)
( 1, 2)
(8003 - 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1, 3)
(8004 - 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005 . 5)
( 5, I)
( 1, 5)
1

PERSON
MILE

PERSON
DELAY
TRIPS
PERSON-MIN

TRAVEL TIME
PERSON-MIN

111.2
102.7

838.5
774.8

1554.7
63.8

1746.
241.1

64.6
71.5

487.5
539.5

196.8
41.6

308.3
165.0

113.4
102.7

855.4
774.8

1432.7
62.9

1628.
240.1

64.6
76.9

487.5
579.8

205.5
42.4

317.0
175.0

TIME PERIOD 2 SPECIFIC NETSIM STATISTICS
ELAPSED TIME IS 0:30: 0 ( 1800 SECONDS),

VEHICLE MINUTES

TIME PERIOD 2 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

RATIO MINUTES/MILE

— SECONDS / VEHICLE

AVERAGE VALUES

VEHICLE
MOVE DELAY TOTAL MOVE/ TOTAL DELAY TOTAL DELAY QUEUE STOP STOPS
VOLUME SPEED
LINK
MILES TRIPS TIME TIME TIME TOTAL TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME (%) VPH
MPH

(8002, 2)
338
( 2, 1) 45.21 341 78.0 694.7 772.8

0.10 17.09 15.37

1352
136.0 122.2

87.8

81.4

96 1364

3.5

109
(
1, 2) 40.04 302 69.1 24.9 94.0 0.74 2.35
(8003, 3)
187
( 3, 1) 24.53
185 42.3 74.3 116.6
0.36 4.76
(
1,3) 28.90 218 49.9 16.6 66.4
0.75 2.30
(8004, 4)
338
(
4, 1) 45.47 343 78.5 627.9 706.4
0.11 15.53
(
1,4) 39.77 300 68.6 23.7 92.3 0.74 2.32
(8005, 5)
187
(
5, 1) 24.53
185 42.3 75.9 118.3
0.36 4.82
(
1, 5) 31.29 236 54.0 17.5 71.5
0.76 2.28
0SUBNETWORK= 279.73 1056 8.04 25.93 33.97
-V E H IC L E -H O U R S -

0.62

18.7

4.9 0.0 0.0 0 1208 25.6
748
3.03
37.8 24.1 17.9 17.1 76 740 12.6
0.57
18.3 4.6 0.0 0.0 0 872 26.1
1352
13.81
123.6 109.8 80.7 74.6 96 1372 3.9
0.60
18.5 4.7 0.0 0.0 0 1200 25.9
748
3.10
38.4 24.6 18.9 18.0 77 740 12.4
0.56
18.2 4.4 0.0 0.0 0 944 26.3
0.24 7.29 5.56
1.93 1.47 1.03 0.95 89.5
— MINUTES / VEHICLE-TRIP — PER
TRIP

8.2

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE I

LINK

VEHICLE-MILE
LEFT THRU RIGHT

(8002, 2)
( 2. 1)
( 1, 2)
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1)
( L 3)
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1- 5)

0
16.84 68.67 0.00
0.00 79.02 0.00
0
10.34 39.38
0.00 55.02

0.00
0.00

19.49 67.75
0.00 79.02

0.00
0.00

11.67 38.05
0.00 59.13

0.00
0.00

0

0

VEHICLE-TRIPS
LEFT THRU RIGHT
677
0
127 518
0 596
375
0
78 297
0 415
677
0
147 511
0 596
375
0
88 287
0 446

SPEED (MPH)
LEFT THRU RIGHT

STOPS (PCT)
LEFT THRU

0

10.4 3.3
0.0
0.0 25.6
0.0

85.0 99.8
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

12.0 12.7 0.0
0.0 26.0
0.0

78.2 76.8 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

10.6 3.6
0.0
0.0 25.7
0.0

83.7 100.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

11.5 12.5
0.0
0.0 26.4
0.0

80.7 78.7 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

0

0
0
0

RIGHT

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE II

LINK

MOVING TIME
DELAY TIME
TOTAL TIME
RATIO MOVE/TOTAL
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT

(8002 . 2)
( 2, I)
( 1, 2)
(8003 . 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1, 3)
(8004 , 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005 . 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1, 5)

29.05 118.50 0.00
0.00 136.34 0.00

0.00 49.09

0.00

0.00 185.43

0.00

0.00

17.84 67.94
0.00 94.93

0.00
0.00

0.00 32.00

0.00

0.00 126.93

0.00

0.35 0.37 0.00
0.00 0.75 0.00

33.63 116.90 0.00
0.00 136.34 0.00

0.00 48.38

0.00

0.00 184.72

0.00

00
0.30 0.10 0.00
0.00 0.74 0.00

20.13 65.65
0.00 102.03

0.00 32.59

0.00

0.00 134.62

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.74

0.76

0.00

0.00

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE III

LINK

TOTAL TIME
DELAY TIME
QUEUE TIME**
STOP TIME**
(SECS/VEH)
(SECS/VEH)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU
(8002, 2)
( 2, 1) 45.7 144.4 0.0
32.0 130.7
0.0
47.5 997.8
0.0 44.5 922.5 0.0
( 1, 2) 0.0
18.7 0.0
0.0
4.9 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

RIGHT

110
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1. 3)
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1, 5)

39.7 37.5
0.0 18.4

0.0
0.0

26.0 23.8
0.0
0.0 4.6
0.0

45.1 134.1
0.0 18.6

0.0
0.0

31.4 120.4 0.0
53.8 885.1
0.0
50.0 819.3
0.0 4.9
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

41.4 38.3
0.0 18.1

0.0
0.0

27.6 24.6 0.0
0.0 4.4 0.0

26.0 90.6
0.0
24.9 85.9
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0

32.5 91.8
0.0
31.3 86.9 0.0
0.0 0.1
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

*» TIME FOR VEHICLES CURRENTLY ON THE LINK ARE INCLUDED IN THESE VALUES.

1
0
0

0

Cl JMULATIVE VALUES OF FUEL CONSUMPTION AND OF EMISSIONS
LINK

FUEL CONSUMPTION
VEHICLE EMISSION RATES (KG/MILE.HOUR)
GALLONS
M.P.G.
HC
CO
NOX
VEHICLE TYPE- AUTO TRUCK BUS AUTO TRUCK BUS
(8002, 2)
( 2, 1) 19.0 0.0 0.0
4.6 0.0 0.0
0.662 12.511 2.181
9.4 0.0 0.0
0.256 5.274 1.643
( 1, 2) 8.2 0.0 0.0
(8003, 3)
( 3, I) 4.6 0.0 0.0
10.6 0.0 0.0
0.159 2.748 0.694
( 1, 3) 5.7 0.0 0.0
9.1 0.0 0.0
0.183 3.929 1.212
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1) 18.0 0.0 0.0
4.9 0.0 0.0
0.626 11.813 2.131
( 1, 4) 8.3 0.0 0.0
9.3 0.0 0.0
0.261 5.440 1.700
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1) 4.7 0.0 0.0
10.4 0.0 0.0
0.163 2.810 0.714
( 1, 5) 6.1 0.0 0.0
9.2 0.0 0.0
0.193 4.131 1.276
SUBNETWORK- 74.6 0.0 0.0
7.2 0.0 0.0
0.313 6.082
EMISSION STATISTICS FOR TRUCKS AND BUSES ARE NOT AVAILABLE

THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VEHICLES ON THE NETWORK WAS
THIS MAXIMUM OCCURED AT 1344 SECONDS.
I

153 VEHICLES.

CUMULATIVE NETSIM STATISTICS AT TIME 7:45: 0
ELAPSED TIME IS 0:45: 0 ( 2700 SECONDS),

VEHICLE MINUTES

TIME PERIOD 3 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

RATIO MINUTES/MILE

SECONDS / VEHICLE

AVERAGE VALUES

VEHICLE MOVE DELAY TOTAL MOVE/ TOTAL DELAY TOTAL DELAY QUEUE* STOP* STOPS
VOLUME SPEED
LINK
MILES TRIPS TIME TIME TIME TOTAL TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME (%) VPH
MPH

(8002, 2)
865
1153
( 2, 1) 116.40 878 200.8 1480.6 1681.4 0.12 14.44 12.72
114.9 101.2 82.8
(
1, 2) 111.63 842
192.6 68.6 261.3 0.74 2.34 0.61
18.6 4.9 0.0 0.0
(8003, 3)
713
950
(
3, 1) 91.61 691
158.1 413.3 571.4 0.28 6.24 4.51
49.6 35.9 28.2 26.5
(
1, 3) 92.67 699 159.9 55.9 215.8 0.74 2.33 0.60
18.5 4.8 0.0 0.0
(8004, 4)
865
1153
(
4, 1) 116.80 881 201.5 1286.8 1488.4 0.14 12.74 11.02 101.4
87.6 71.4
(
1, 4) 114.81 866
198.1 69.6 267.7 0.74 2.33 0.61
18.5 4.8 0.0 0.0
(8005, 5)
713
950
(
5, 1) 91.48 690
157.8 505.5 663.4 0.24 7.25 5.53
57.7 44.0 35.2 33.0
(
1, 5) 96.25 726 166.1 55.7 221.8 0.75 2.30 0.58
18.3 4.6
0.0 0.0
0SUBNETWORK= 831.65 3133 23.92 65.60 89.52 0.27 6.46 4.73
1.71 1.26
- VEHICLE - HOURS — MINUTES / VEHICLE-TRIP -

76.6 94 1170
0 1122 25.6

0

4.2

84 921 9.6
932 25.8

66.2 93
0 1154

1174
25.7

86 920 8.3
0 968 26.0
0.94 0.87 90.5
PER

4.7

9.3

Ill
TRIP
CUMULATIVE NETSIM STATISTICS AT TIME 7:45: 0

1

ELAPSED TIME IS 0:45: 0 ( 2700 SECONDS), TIME PERIOD 3 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

VEH-MINS* AVERAGE -C O N G E ST IO N - ----------- Q U E U E L E N G T H (VEHICLE)--- ----------QUEUE STOP OCCUPANCY STORAGE PHASE
AVERAGE QUEUE BY LANE **
MAXIMUM
QUEUE BY LANE
LINK
TIME TIME (VEHICLE) (%) FAILURE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5

( 2, 1) 1226.8 1135.4 37.5 33.0
10 10 10
40
6.1
6.4
0
0 0 0 0 0
( 1. 2) 0.1 0.0
( 3, 1) 338.8 318.5 13.6 11.9
12
2 2 2 0
5.2
5.4
0
0 0 0 0 0
( 1. 3) 0.1 0.0
( 4, 1) 1057.4 980.4 33.1 29.1
8 8 9 0
39
6.2
6.5
0
0 0 0 0 0
( 1, 4) 0.0 0.0
3 3 3 0
15
( 5. 1) 423.7 397.1 15.7 13.8
( 1, 5) 0.1 0.0
5.3
5.6
0
0 0 0 0 0
0SUBNETWORK= 3046.8 2831.5 122.7 14.7
106

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 0 1 19 22 22 0 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 9 10 12 0 0 0 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 19 17 18 0 0 0 8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 12 13 14 0 0 0 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

THESE VALUES INCLUDE THE TIME FOR VEHICLES CURRENTLY ON THE LINK.
* AVERAGE QUEUE CALCULATED BASED ON TIME SINCE BEGINNING OF SIMULATION

NETSIM PERSON MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

LINK

(8002, 2)
( 2, 1)
( 1. 2)
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1)
( L 3)
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1. 4)
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1)
( L 5)
1

PERSON
MILE

PERSON
DELAY
TRIPS
PERSON-MIN

TRAVELTIME
PERSON-MIN

151.3
145.1

1141.4
1094.6

1924.7
89.2

2185.8
339.6

119.1
120.5

898.3
908.7

537.3
72.7

742.8
280.6

151.8
149.3

1145.3
1125.8

1672.9
90.4

1934.9
348.0

118.9
125.1

897.0
943.8

657.2
72.4

862.4
288.3

TIME PERIOD 3 SPECIFIC NETSIM STATISTICS
ELAPSED TIME IS 0:45: 0 ( 2700 SECONDS), TIME PERIOD 3 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

VEHICLE MINUTES

RATIO MINUTES/MILE

SECONDS / VEHICLE

AVERAGE VALUES

VEHICLE
MOVE DELAY TOTAL MOVE/ TOTAL DELAY TOTAL DELAY QUEUE STOP STOPS
VOLUME SPEED
LINK
MILES TRIPS TIME TIME TIME TOTAL TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME (%) VPH
MPH

(8002, 2)
( 2, 1) 30.89
(
1, 2) 32.61
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1) 41.89
(
1, 3) 37.65

188
233 53.3 284.6 337.9
246 56.3 19.5 75.8
338
316 72.3 262.0 334.3
284 65.0 23.9 88.9

0.16 10.94
0.74 2.32
0.22 7.98
0.73 2.36

752
9.21
87.0 73.3
44.6 41.4 87 932
5.5
0.60 18.5 4.8 0.0 0.0
0 984 25.8
1352
6.25 63.5 49.7
38.5 36.0 93 1264 7.5
0.64 18.8 5.1 0.0 0.0
0 1136 25.4

112
(8004, 4)
188
752
( 4, I) 29.56 223 51.0 184.7 235.80.22 7.97
6.25 63.4 49.7
30.8 28.8 84 892 7.5
(
1, 4) 35.80 270 61.8 21.2 82.9
0.74 2.32
0.59 18.4 4.7 0.0 0.0
0 1080 25.9
(8005, 5)
338
1352
( 5, 1) 41.76 315 72.1 347.5 419.5 0.17 10.05
8.32
79.9 66.2
51.8 48.2 95 1260 6.0
(
1, 5) 37.12 280 64.1 23.1 87.1
0.74 2.35
0.62 18.7 4.9 0.0 0.0
0 1120 25.6
OSUBNETWORK= 287.29 1080 8.26 19.44 27.70 0.30 5.79 4.06
1.54 1.08 0.69 0.65 91.7
-V E H IC L E -H O U R S — MINUTES / VEHICLE-TRIP — PER
TRIP

10.4

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE I

0

LINK

VEHICLE-MILE
LEFT THRU RIGHT

(8002 . 2)
( 2, 1)
( 1, 2)
(8003 . 3)
( 3, I)
( 1, 3)
(8004 . 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005 . 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1, 5)

0
21.48 94.92
0.00 111.63

0.00
0.00

19.49 72.12
0.00 92.67

0.00
0.00

24.79 92.01
0.00 114.81

0.00
0.00

19.22 72.25
0.00 96.25

0.00
0.00

0

0

0

VEHICLE-TRIPS
LEFT THRU RIGHT
865
162
0
713
147
0
865
187
0
713
145
0

0
716
842
0
544
699
0
694
866
0
545
726

0

10.6 3.7
0.0
0.0 25.6
0.0

85.2 96.6 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

11.1 9.3
0.0
0.0 25.8
0.0

83.7 84.9 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

10.8 4.1
0.0 25.7

0.0
0.0

84.0 96.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0

11.0 7.8
0.0
0.0 26.0
0.0

82.8 87.5 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0

0

0

0
0
0

SPEED (MPH)
STOPS (PCT)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU

RIGHT

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE II

LINK

MOVING TIME
DELAY TIME
TOTAL TIME
RATIO MOVE/TOTAL
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT

(8002 . 2)
( 2, 1)
( 1, 2)
(8003 , 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1, 3)
(8004 . 4)
( 4, 1)
( I, 4)
(8005■ 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1, 5)

37.06 163.79 0.00
0.00 192.61 0.00

84.96 1395.59 0.00 122.02 1559.38 0.00
0.30 0.11 0.00
0.00 68.64 0.00
0.00 261.25 0.00
0.00 0.74 0.00

33.63 124.44
0.00 159.90

0.00
0.00

71.87 341.47 0.00 105. 50 465.92 0.00
0.32 0.27 0.00
0.00 55.93 0.00
0.00 215.83 0.00
0.00 0.74 0.00

42.78 158.76
0.00 198.10

0.00
0.00

94.71 1192.13 0.00 137 .48 1350.88 0.00
0.31 0.12 0.00
0.00 69.56 0.00
0.00 267.67 0.00
0.00 0.74 0.00

33.17 124.67
0.00 166.08

0.00
0.00

71.26 434.28 0.00 104.43 558.95 0.00
0.32 0.22 0.00
0.00 55.67 0.00
0.00 221.75 0.00
0.00 0.75 0.00

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE III

LINK

TOTALTIME
DELAY TIME
QUEUE TIME**
STOP TIME**
(SECS/VEH)
(SECS/VEH)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU
(8002, 2)
( 2, 1) 45.2 130.7 0.0
31.5 116.9 0.0
61.1 1165.6
0.0
57.5 1077.9 0.0
( 1, 2)
0.0 18.6
0.0
0.0 4.9
0.0
0.0 0.1
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1) 43.1 51.4
0.0
29.3 37.7 0.0
54.8 284.0
0.0
51.9 266.7 0.0
( 1, 3)
0.0 18.5
0.0
0.0 4.8
0.0
0.0 0.1
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
(8004, 4)

RIGHT

113
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005 . 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1, 5)

44.1 116.8 0.0
0.0 18.5
0.0

0.0
67.8 989.6
30.4 103.1
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 4.8
0.0

43.2 61.5
0.0 18.3

29.5 47.8
0.0
0.0 4.6
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

63.4 917.1
0.0
0.0

0.0
53.4 343.8
55.9 367.8
0.0 0.1
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

** TIME FOR VEHICLES CURRENTLY ON THE LINK ARE INCLUDED IN THESE VALUES.

1
0
0

0

CUMULATIVE VALUES OF FUEL CONSUMPTION AND OF EMISSIONS
LINK

FUEL CONSUMPTION
VEHICLE EMISSION RATES (KG/MILE.HOUR)
GALLONS
M.P.G.
HC
CO
NO X
VEHICLE TYPE- AUTOTRUCK BUS AUTOTRUCK BUS
(8002, 2)
4.9 0.0 0.0
0.536 10.099 1.795
( 2, 1) 23.0 0.0 0.0
9.3 0.0 0.0
0.244 5.048 1.573
( 1, 2) 11.6 0.0 0.0
(8003, 3)
8.4 0.0 0.0
0.255 4.819 1.081
( 3, 1) 11.0 0.0 0.0
9.2 0.0 0.0
0.204 4.285 1.328
( 1, 3) 9.7 0.0 0.0
(8004, 4)
5.3 0.0 0.0
0.494 9.338 1.729
( 4, 1) 21.3 0.0 0.0
0.252 5.247 1.635
( 1, 4) 12.0 0.0 0.0
9.3 0.0 0.0
(8005, 5)
7.8 0.0 0.0
0.275 5.216 1.115
( 5, 1) 11.8 0.0 0.0
0.210 4.433 1.373
9.2 0.0 0.0
( 1, 5) 9.9 0.0 0.0
SUBNETWORK- 110.3 0.0 0.0
7.4 0.0 0.0
0.309 6.061
EMISSION STATISTICS FOR TRUCKS AND BUSES ARE NOT AVAILABLE

THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VEHICLES ON THE NETWORK WAS
THIS MAXIMUM OCCURED AT 1344 SECONDS.
1

153 VEHICLES.

CUMULATIVE NETSIM STATISTICS AT TIME 8: 0: 0
ELAPSED TIME IS 1: 0: 0 ( 3600 SECONDS), TIME PERIOD 4 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

VEHICLE MINUTES

RATIO MINUTES/MILE

— SECONDS / VEHICLE

AVERAGE VALUES

VEHICLE MOVE DELAY TOTAL MOVE/ TOTAL DELAY TOTAL DELAY QUEUE* STOP* STOPS
VOLUME SPEED
LINK
MILES TRIPS TIME TIME TIME TOTAL TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME (%) VPH
MPH

(8002, 2)
1052
1052
( 2, 1) 142.12 1072 245.2 1560.9 1806.1 0.14 12.71 10.98: 101 .1 87.4 71.8 66.5 91 1072 4.7
18.5 4.8 0.0 0.0
0 1049 25.7
( 1, 2) 139.07 1049 240.0 84.3 324.2 0.74 2.33 0.61
1052
(8003 , 3)
1052
61.8 48.1 38 .2 35 .8 88 1023 7.7
( 3, 1) 135.63 1023 234.0 820.4 1054.5 0.22 7.77 6.05
18.6 4.8 0.0 0.0
0 1009 25.7
( 1, 3) 133.77 1009 230.8 81.2 312.0 0.74 2.33 0.61
1052
(8004, 4)
1052
90.3 76.5 62.4 57.9 90 1071 5.3
( 4, 1) 141.99 1071 245.0 1366.3 1611.3 0.15 11.35 9.62
18.5 4.8 0.0 0.0
0 1074 25.8
( 1, 4) 142.39 1074 245.7 85.3 331.0 0.74 2.32 0.60
1052
(8005, 5)
1052
78.2 64.5 531.1 49.3 89 1004 6.1
( 5, 1) 133.11 1004 229.7 1079.3 1309.0 0.18 9.83 8.11
18.4 4.7 0.0 0.0
0 1038 25.9
( 1, 5) 137.61 1038 237.5 81.1 318.6 0.75 2.32 0.59
1.69 1.24 0.94 0.87 90.3
0SUBNETWORK= 1105.68 4170 31 .80 85.98 117.78 13.27 6.39 4.i67
- VEHICLE - HOURS — MINUTES / VEHICLE-TRIP — PER
TRIP
1
CUMULATIVE NETSIM STATISTICS AT TIME 8: 0: 0
ELAPSED TIME IS 1: 0: 0 ( 3600 SECONDS),

TIME PERIOD 4 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

114
VEH-MINS * AVERAGE -C O N G E ST IO N QUEUE STOP OCCUPANCY STORAGE PHASE
QUEUE BY LANE
LINK
TIME TIME (VEHICLE) (%) FAILURE 1 2

41
8
( 2, 1) 1287.7 1193.4 30.2 26.6
5.7
6.0
0
0 0
( 1, 2) 0.1 0.0
31
3
( 3, 1) 674.3 632.0 18.4 16.2
5.5
5.8
0
0 0
( 1, 3) 0.1 0.0
6
39
( 4, 1) 1118.3 1038.3 27.0 23.7
5.8
6.1
0
0 0
( 1, 4) 0.0 0.0
32
5
( 5, 1) 938.4 871.4 23.5 20.6
5.7
5.9
0
0 0
( I, 5) 0.1 0.0
OSUBNETWORK= 4019.0 3735.1 121.8 14.6

Q U E U E L E N G T H (VEHICLE) ----------AVERAGE QUEUE BY LANE •*
MAXIMUM
3

4

5

6

7

1 2 3 4

1 19 22 22 0 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 12 12 12 0 0 0 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 7 0 0 0 1 19 17 18 0 0 0 8
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 5 0 0 0 1 20 20 19 0 0 0 7
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
143
8

8

0
4
0

0
4
0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

* THESE VALUES INCLUDE THE TIME FOR VEHICLES CURRENTLY ON THE LINK.
** AVERAGE QUEUE CALCULATED BASED ON TIME SINCE BEGINNING OF SIMULATION

1

NETSIM PERSON MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

LINK

PERSON
MILE

(8002, 2)
( 2, 1)

1

TRAVEL TIME
PERSON-MIN

184.8
180.8

1393.6
1363.7

2029.2
109.5

2348.0
421.5

176.3
173.9

1329.9
1311.7

1066.6
105.5

1370.8
405.6

184.6
185.1

1392.3
1396.2

1776.2
110.9

2094.7
430.3

173.0
178.9

1305.2
1349.4

1403.1
105.5

1701.7
414.2

( L 2)
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1, 3)
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1- 4)
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1)
( L 5)

PERSON
DELAY
TRIPS
PERSON-MIN

TIME PERIOD 4 SPECIFIC NETSIM STATISTICS
ELAPSED TIME IS 1 :0 :0 (3 6 0 0 SECONDS), TIME PERIOD 4 ELAPSED TIME IS 900 SECONDS

VEHICLE MINUTES

RATIO MINUTES/MILE

SECONDS / VEHICLE

AVERAGE VALUES

VEHICLE MOVE DELAY TOTAL MOVE/ TOTAL DELAY TOTAL DELAY QUEUE STOP STOPS
VOLUME SPEED
LINK
MILES TRIPS TIME TIME TIME TOTAL TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME TIME (%) VPH
MPH

(8002, 2)
( 2, 1) 25.72
( 1, 2) 27.44
(8003 , 3)
( 3, 1) 44.02
( 1, 3) 41.10
(8004 , 4)
( 4, 1) 25.19
( 1, 4) 27.58
(8005 . 5)
( 5, 1) 41.63

187
194
207
339
332
310
187
190
208
339
314

44.4
47.4
75.9
70.9
43.5
47.6
71.8

748
24.9 18.5 17.6 78 776 12.4
4.5 0.0 0.0
0 828 26.1
1356
407.1 483.0 0.16 10.97 9.25
87.3 73.6 54.6 51.0 97 1328 5.5
18.6 4.9 0.0 0.0
0 1240 25.6
25.2 96.2 0.74 2.34 0.61
748
38.8 25.1 18.8 17.8 79 760 12.3
79.5 122.9 0.35 4.88 3.16
15.7 63.3 0.75 2.30 0.57
18.3 4.5 0.0 0.0
0 832 26.1
1356
573.8 645.6 0.11 15.51 13.78 123.4 109.6 83.2 16 7 97 1256 3.9
80.4 124.7 0.36 4.85 3.12
15.6 63.0 0.75 2.30 0.57

38.6
18.3

:

115
( 1, 5) 41.36 312 71.4 25.5 96.8 0.74 2.34 0.62 18.6 4.9 0.0 0.0 0 1248 25.6
OSUBNETWORK= 274.03 1037 7.88 20.38 28.26 0.28 6.19 4.46 1.64 1.18 0.84 0.78 89.9
-V E H IC L E -H O U R S - MINUTES / VEHICLE-TRIP PER
TRIP

9.7

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE I

0

LINK

VEHICLE-MILE
LEFT THRU RIGHT

(8002, 2)
( 2, 1)
( I, 2)
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1. 3)
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1, 5)

0
27.31 114.81
0.00 139.07

0.00
0.00

0
0.00
0.00
0
29.56 112.42 0.00
0.00 142.39 0.00
0
26.91 106.19 0.00
0.00 137.61 0.00
27.97 107.65
0.00 133.77

VEHICLE-TRIPS
LEFT THRU RIGHT
1052
0
206 866
0 1049
1052
0
211 812
0 1009
1052
0
223 848
0 1074
1052
0
203 801
0 1038

SPEED (MPH)
STOPS (PCT)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU

0

0.0
10.8 4.2
0.0 25.7
0.0

85.0 93.2 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

1C.6 7.2
0.0
0.0 25.7
0.0

84.8 89.9 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

11.0 4.7
0.0
0.0 25.8
0.0

83.9 92.8 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

11.0 5.5
0.0
0.0 25.9
0.0

83.3 91.5 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0

0

0

0

0

RIGHT

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE II

LINK

MOVING TIME
DELAY TIME
TOTAL TIME
RATIO MOVE/TOTAL
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT

(8002 , 2)
( 2, I)
( 1, 2)
(8003 , 3)
( 3, 1)
( 1, 3)
(8004 , 4)
( 4, 1)
( 1, 4)
(8005 . 5)
( 5, 1)
( 1, 5)

00
0.31 0.12 0.00
0.00 0.74 0.00

47.12 198.10 0.00
0.00 239.97 0.00

0.00 84.27

0.00

0.00 324.23

0.00

48.27 185.75 0.00
0.00 230.82 0.00

0.00 81.17

0.00

0.00 311.98

0.00

0.30 0.21 0.00
0.00 0.74 0.00

51.01 193.99 0.00
0.00 245.69 0.00

0.00 85.28

0.00

0.00 330.97

0.00

0.00

46.44 183.24 0.00
0.00 237.45 0.00

0.00 81.13

0.00

0.00 318.58

0.00

0

0.74

0.00

10
0.32 0.16 0.00
0.00 0.75 0.00

NETSIM MOVEMENT SPECIFIC STATISTICS - TABLE III

LINK

TOTAL TIME
DELAY TIME
QUEUE TIME**
STOP TIME**
(SECS/VEH)
(SECS/VEH)
(VEH-MINS)
(VEH-MINS)
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
LEFT THRU RIGHT
(8002, 2)
76.1 1211.6
0.0
71.7 1121.7 0.0
0.0
30.4 100.9 0.0
( 2, 1) 44.1 114.6
0.0 0.1
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 18.5
0.0
0.0 4.8 0.0
( 1, 2)
(8003, 3)
86.1 588.2
0.0
81.3 550.7 0.0
0.0
31.4 52.5
0.0
( 3, 1) 45.1 66.2
0.0 0.1
0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 4.8 0.0
0.0 18.6
0.0
( 1, 3)
(8004, 4)
79.8 1038.6
0.0
74.8 963.5
0.0
0.0
29.6 88.9 0.0
( 4, 1) 43.3 102.6
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 18.5
0.0
0.0 4.8 0.0
( 1, 4)
(8005, 5)
76.5 862.0
0.0
72.8 798.6 0.0
0.0
29.6 73.4 0.0
( 5, 1) 43.3 87.1
0.0 0.1
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 4.7 0.0
0.0 18.4
0.0
( 1, 5)

*» TIME FOR VEHICLES CURRENTLY ON THE LINK ARE INCLUDED IN THESE VALUES.

CUMULATIVE VALUES OF FUEL CONSUMPTION AND OF EMISSIONS
LINK

0

0

FUEL CONSUMPTION
VEHICLE EMISSION RATES (KG/MILE.HOUR)
GALLONS
M.P.G.
HC
CO
NOX
VEHICLE TYPE- AUTO TRUCK 1BUS AUTO TRUCK BUS
(8002, 2)
( 2, 1) 25.4 0.0 0.0
5.4 0.0 0.0
0.442 8.271 1.523
9.3 0.0 0.0
0.228 4.748 1.478
( 1, 2) 14.4 0.0 0.0
(8003, 3)
( 3, 1) 18.8 0.0 0.0
7.3 0.0 0.0
0.331 6.487 1.348
( 1, 3) 13.9 0.0 0.0
9.3 0.0 0.0
0.219 4.594 1.424
(8004, 4)
( 4, 1) 23.6 0.0 0.0
5.8 0.0 0.0
0.411 7.684 1.468
( 1, 4) 14.8 0.0 0.0
9.3 0.0 0.0
0.234 4.882 1.518
(8005, 5)
( 5, 1) 21.2 0.0 0.0
6.4 0.0 0.0
0.370 6.973 1.365
9.3 0.0 0.0
0.225 4.695 1.459
( 1, 5) 14.2 0.0 0.0
SUBNETWORK- 146.3 0.0 0.0
7.4 0.0 0.0
0.307 6.04
EMISSION STATISTICS FOR TRUCKS AND BUSES ARE NOT AVAILABLE

THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VEHICLES ON THE NETWORK WAS
THIS MAXIMUM OCCURED AT 1344 SECONDS.

TOTAL CPU TIME FOR THIS RUN =
OLAST CASE PROCESSED

86.79 SECONDS

153 VEHICLES.

APPENDIX - m

SIMULATION PROGRAM

117

118
/* a program to simulate traffic (east-weast) and (north-south) */
//include <stdio.h>
Uinclude <values.h>
//include <stdlib.h>
//include <math.h>
//include <conio.h>
//include <time.h>
//define green 1
//define red 0

/* these sets are the functions the main program calls */
float qu (int dt, float tim, float tgreen, float os, float lost_time,
int east_west_tw, int north_south_tw, float *oa, float *o, float *qa, float *q,
float q limit, float *total_veh, float *stop_veh, float ‘ totaldcl,
int *T, int ew jt, int n s jt, float satjefl, float cycle_length,int e_w_lane_no,int
n_s_lane_no,
int ew_lft_lane_no, int ns_lft_lanc_no);
float fuzzy_truth (float *v,float val);
float fuzzy_rules (float *rl, float *r2, float *oo);
float defuzz_a (float *ii, float *vz, float *vs, float *vm, float *vb);
float fuzzy_rules_signal(float *rl, float *r2, float a);
float min (float a, float b);
float max (float a, float b);
float unif (long ‘ seed);
int poisson (long *seed, float rate);
float tim,lost_time;
int dt;
float max_stay, min_stay, sim_time, ew_phase, ns_phase;
float mem_set_o_max[4], mem_set_q_max[4j;
float mem_set_q_red[4], mem_set_T_green[4];
float max_flow[4][4], q_limit, os; /* os - saturation flow thru intersection */
int main(void)
{

FILE *out, *fpout, *fpin;
FILE *flow, *queue, ‘ signal, *pi, *ave_d, *stop_v;
FILE *flowp, ‘ queuep, ‘ signalp, *pip, *avc_dp, *stop_vp, *qdisp,‘ splits;
long seed[2];
int arrv_type, sample, e_w_lane_no, n_s_lane_no, phase no, period;
char dummy[40];
int east_west_f, north_south_f;
int east_west_p, north_south_p;
int i, j;
int pretime, pretime_counter, lost_int;
float T_green_r[4],d_T_green;
float tgreen_f, tgreen_p;
float a, sum, cut_ofT, cumul_veh; /* Array sizes changed for fuzzy */
float total_delay_f[8], total_veh_f[8], stoppcd_veh_f[8], phase_veh_f[8];
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float total_delay_p[8], total_veh_p[8], stopped_veh_p[8], phase_veh _p[8];
float cumul_delay_f, ave_delay_f[8], ave_stopped_f[8], cumul_stopped_f;
float cumul_delay_p, ave_delay_p[8], ave_stopped_p[8], cumul_stopped_p;
float aggr_delay_p, aggr_stopped_p, aggr_delay_f, aggr_stopped_f;
float o[8], q[8], oa[8], qaf[8]; /* oa and qaf are actual flow and queue;
o and q are sensed flow and queue for fuzzy controller */
float op[8], qp[8], qap[8]; /* op is sensed flow, and qp and qap are sensed
and actual queue for the pretimed controller*/
float o_max, q_max, q_red;
float deni, den2, numl, num2;
/* definition of the trapezoidal fuzzy sets variable is cars in all lanes
per dt */
float o_zero[4][4];
float o_small[4][4];
float o_medium[4][4];
float o_big[4][4];
for(i= 1; i<=4; i++) /* For Loop for initialization of Flow Fuzzy Sets */
{

for(j=0; j<4; j++)

{
o_zero[i][j] = 0;
o_small[i][j] = 0;
o_medium[i][j] = 0;
°_big[i][j] = 0;

}
} /* End of initialization of Fuzzy Sets for FLOW */
float q_zero[4];
float q_small[4];
float q_medium[4];
float q_big[4];
float sig_rules[4][4];
/* Definition of New Variables */
int Tb[2],T[2]; /* Times for Left turns in EW & NS */
/* Tb is the time before the previous left turn intervals */
/* T is the time of Previous left turn intervals */
float cycle length;
int satjefl; /* Saturation flow for left turns */
float ns_lt,ew_lt; /* Left Turn Phases for North_south and east_west */
float east_west_tw, north_south_tw; /*east_west north south through phases*/
float tmax; /* max time the left turning phase is permitted */
float k; /* Variable to monitor updation of cyclelength */
float p[4], pb[4]; /* Variable for the presence detection */
float east_westJefl, north_southJefl;
float oac[4]; /* How cumulative for left turns */
float oab[4]; /* Flow previous for left turns */
int left_prop; /* Variable for left turn TRAFFIC Proportions */
float cyc_sum; /* Sum of all the cycle lengths for simulation period */
int f; /* Count for cycle length */
double cyc avgc; /* Average cycle length for simulation time */
/* New Variable declaration for pre-timed signal */
int pre_east_west_tw, pre_north_south_tw, pre_north_south_lft, pre_east_westJft;
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float ew_tw_green_prop, ns_tw_green_prop, ew_Ift_green_prop, ns_lft_green_prop;
float T_ew_tw, T_ns_tw, T_ew_Ift, T_ns_lft; /* Times for Pretimed Signal */
float pvs_qaf[8],pvs_qap[8]; /* Previous queue for fuzzy & pretimed */
float cur_qaf[8], cur_qap[8];
int ew_lft_lane_no, ns_lft_lane_no; /* East west AND North South left lane Numbers */
float cumul_dly_phz_f[8],cumul_dly_phz_p[8];/* Cumulative delay per approach over the simulation time */
float cumul_veh_phz_f[8],cumul_veh_phz_p[8];/* Cumulative vehicles per appraoch over the simulation
time */
/* End of Definition O f New Variables */
/* Initialization O f New Varibales * /
Tb[0] = Tb[l] = 0;
T[0] = T[1] = 0;
cyclejength = 100.0;
tmax = 20.0;
sat left = 1800;
k = 0;

p[4] = p[5] = p[6] = p[7] = 0.0;
pb[4] = pb[5] = pb[6] = pb[7] = 0.0;
oac[4] = oac[5] = oac[6] = oac[7] = 0.0;
oab[4] = oac[5] = oab[6] = oab[7] = 0.0;
T_ew_tw = T_ns_tw = T_ew_lft = T_ns_!ft = 0.0;
cyc_sum = f = 0;
/* End of Initialization Of New Variables */
/* open a files for storage of data of fuzzy controller */
flow = fopen("flow.dat", "w");
queue = fopen("queue.dat", "w");
signal = fopenC'signal.dat”, "w");
//out = fopen("output.dat”, "w");
pi = fopen ("per_ind.dat","w");
ave_d = fopen ("ave_del.dat”,"w");
stop_v = fopen ("stop_ve.dat","w");
fpin = fopen("input91d.dat", "r");
//fpout = fopen("out.dat", "w");
qdisp = fopen("dispque.dat","w");
splits = fopen("green.dat'7'w");
/* open a files for storage of data of pretimed controller */
flowp = fopenC'flowp.dat", "w");
queuep = fopenCqueuep.dat", "w");
signalp = fopen("signalp.dat", "w");
pip = fopen ("per_indp.dat" ,"w");
ave_dp = fopen ("ave_delp.dat" ,"w");
stop_vp = fopen ("stop_vep.dat","w");
/* write file headings */
fprintflflow, "\t time east east-left west west-left north north-left south south-lefl\n");
fprintf(queue, "\t time east east-left west west-left north north-left south south-lcft\n");
fprintf(signal, "time east east-left west west-left north north-left south south-left\n");
fprintf^pi, "time total_delay total_no_of_veh. stopped_veh_no");
fprintfl[pi, "total_veh._E total_veh._W total veh. N total_veh._S \n");
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fprint^ave_d, "time av._delay \n");
fprintf^flowp, "\t time east east-left west west-left north north-left south south-left\n");
fprintftqueuep, "\t time east east-left west west-left north north-left south south-left\n");
fprintftsignalp, "time east-west north-south \n");
fprintftpip, "time total_delay total_no_of_veh. stopped_vch_no");
fprintf(pip, "total_veh._E total_veh._W total_veh._N total_veh._S \n");
fprintf(ave_dp, "time av._delay \n");
fprintfl[qdisp, "\t time east east-left west west-left north north-left south south-left\n");
fscanf(fpin, "%s %ld ", dummy, &seed[0]);
fscanf(fpin, "%s % f", dummy, &cut_off);
fscanf(fpiti, "%s % f", dummy, &max_stay);
fscanf(fpin, "%s % f", dummy, &min_stay);
fscanf(fpin, "%s % f", dummy, &lost_time);
fscanf(fpin, "%s %d ", dummy, &dt);
fscanf(fpin, "%s % f ", dummy, &q limit);
fscanf(fpin, "%s %d ", dummy, &e_w_lane_no);
fscanf(fpin, "%s %d ", dummy, &n_s_lane_no);
fscanf(fpin, "%s %d ", dummy, &ew_lft_lane_no);
fscanf(fpin, "%s %d ", dummy, &ns_lft_lane_no);
fscanf(fpin, "%s % f", dummy, &os);
fscanf(fpin, "%s % f", dummy, &sim_time);
fscanf(fpin, "%s %d ", dummy, &pretime);
fscanf(fpin, "%s %d %s", dummy, &arrv_type, dummy);
fscanftfpin, "%s %d ", dummy, &left_prop);
fscanf(fpin, "%s % f", dummy, &ew_tw_green_prop);
fscanf(fpin, "%s % f", dummy, &ns_tw_green_prop);
fscanftfpin, "%s % f", dummy, &ew_lft_green_prop);
fscanf(fpin, "%s %f ", dummy, &ns_lft_green_prop);
fscanf(fpin,"%s %s %s %s %s", dummy, dummy, dummy, dummy, dummy);
for(i=0; i < 4; i++)
fscanf(fpin,"%s %f %f %f % f",dummy, &max_flow[i][0],
&max_flow[i][l],&max_flow[i][2], &max_flow[i][3]);
for(i=l ;i<=4; i++) /* For loop to Read in different fuzzy sets FOR FLOW for diferent lane numbers */
{

fscanf(fpin,"%s %f %f %f % f",dummy, &o_zero[i][0], &o_zcro[i][l],
&o_zero[i][2],
&o_zero[i][3]);
fscanf(fpin,"%s %f %f %f % f",dummy, &o_small[i][0], &o_small[i][l],
&o_small[i][2],
&o_small[i][3]);
fscanf(fpin,"%s %f %f %f % f",dummy, &o_medium[i][0],&o_medium[i][l],
&o_medium[i][2],&o_medium[i][3]);
fscanf(fpin,"%s % f %f %f % f",dummy, &o_big[i][0], &o_big[i][l],
&o_big[i][2],
&o_big[i][3]);
) /* End of For Loop */
fscanflTpin,"%s % f % f% f % f",dummy, &q_zero[0], &q_zero[l],
&q_zero[2],
&q_zero[3]);
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fscanftTpin,"%s %f %f % f % f ".dummy, &q_small[0], &q_small[l ],
&q_small[2],
&q_small[3]);
fscanf(fpin,"%s % f % f % f %f ".dummy, &q_medium[0],&q_medium[l ],
&q_medium[2],&q_medium[3]);
fscanf(fpin,"%s %f %f % f % f",dummy, &q_big[0], &q_big[l],
&q_b>g[2],
&q_big[3]);
fscanf(fpin,"%s %s %s %s %s", dummy, dummy, dummy, dummy, dummy);
for(i=0; i < 4; i++)
fscanf(fpin,"%s % f % f %f % f",dummy, &sig_rules[i][0],
&sig_rules[i][l],&sig_rules[i][2],&sig_rules[i][3]);

/*

/* The following For Loop converts flows per lane per sec to flows
per dt per approach */
for(i=0; i <4; i++)
{

ozerofi] = (int)o_zero[i]*lane_no*dt;
osmallfi] = (int)o_small[i]*lane_no*dt;
o_medium[i] = (int)o_medium[i]*Iane_no*dt;
o_big[i] = (int)o_big[i]*lane_no*dt;
}*//* End of FOR*/
fclose(fpin);
randomize();
for(i=0; i < 4; i++)
for(j=0;j <2;j++)
max_flow[i][j] = (max_flow[i][j]/3600)*dt*e_w_lane_no;
for(i=0; i<4; i++)
for(j=2; j<4;j++)
max_flow[i][j] = (max_flow[i][j]/3600)*dt*n_s_lane_no;
/* desired
maximum density of traffic + 1
(can
be up to 1800 veh/hr/lane) */
os = (os/3600.)*dt; /* saturation flow (1800 vehicles per hour per lane) */
//pretime = pretime/(2.0*dt);
/* pre-timed switching signal duration (samples) */
ew_tw_green_prop = ew_tw_green_prop * pretime;
ns_tw_green_prop = ns_tw_green_prop * pretime;
ew_lft_green_prop = ew_lft_green_prop * pretime;
ns_lft_green_pr°p = ns_lft_green_prop * pretime;
printf("the pretimed cycle =
%f\n",ew_tw_green_prop+ns_tw_green_prop+ewjft_greenj3rop+ns_lft_green_prop);
lost_int = max(l, (intXlost_time/dt + 0.5));
lost_time = dt*lost_int;
pretime_counter = 1;
/* initialize various traffic parameters for each approach */
for(i=0; i < 8; i++)
{

totaI_delay_f[i] = total_delay_p[i] = 0.0;
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total_veh_f[i] = total_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
phase_veh_f[i] = phase_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
stopped_veh_fli] = stopped_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
pvs_qaf[i] = pvs_qap[i] = 0.0;
curqaffi] = cur_qap[i] = 0.0;
cumul_dly_phz_f[i] = cumul_vch_phz_f[i] =0.0;
}

/*

/* Begin of New changes */
for(i=4; i<8; i++)

{

total_delay_f[i] = total_veh_f[i] = phase_veh_f[i] = stopped_veh_f[i] = 0.0;

)*/

/* End of new changes */
cumul_delay_f = cumul_delay_p = 0.0;
cumul_stopped_f = cumul_stopped_p = 0.0;
cum ulveh = 0.0;
/* start by green in east-west-through and red in north-south */
east_west_tw = green; /* Begin of Modifications */
north_south_tw = red;
ns_lt = red;
ew_lt = red;
/* End of Modifications */
pre_east_west_tw = green;
pre_north_south_tw = red;
pre_east_west_lft = red;
pr enor t hsout hl ft = red;
for(i=0; i < 8; i++)
{

q[i]= qp[i] = qap[i] = qafji] = 0;
}

tgreen_f = tgreen_p = 0;
period = sim_time/4;
phaseno = 0;

/* green signal time */

for( tim = dt; tim < sim_time; tim += d t)
{ //getchar();
sample = tim/dt;
if(arrv_type == 0)
{

oa[0] = (intXuniflseed)*(2*max_flow[(int)tim/period][0]+l));
oa[l] = (intXunif(seed)*(2 *max_flow[(int)tim/period] [ 1]+1));
oa[2] = (intXuniflseed)*(2*max_flow[(int)tim/period][2]+l));
oa[3] = (intXunif(seed)*(2*max_flow[(int)tim/period][3]+l));
'*

oa[0] = random(2*max_flow[(int)tim/period][0]+l);
oa[l] = random(2*max_flow[(int)tim/period][l]+l);
oa[2] = random(2*max_flow[(int)tim/period][2]+l);
oa[3] = random(2*max_flow[(int)tim/period][3]+1);
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}

else

{
oa[0] = poisson(seed,tnax_flow[(int)tim/period][0]);
oa[l] = poisson(seed,max_flow[(int)tim/period][l]);
oa[2] = poisson(seed,max_flow[(int)tim/period][2]);
oa[3] = poisson(seed,max_flow[(int)tim/period][3]);
}

/* Estimating left turn flows*/
for(i=4; i < 8; i++)
{

oac[i] += (((float) random(2*left_prop +l)/100)*oa[i-4]);
oa[i] = 0;
if(oac[i] >= 1)

{
oa[i] = floor(oac[i]);
oac[i] = oac[i] - oa[i];
oa[i-4] = oa[i-4] - oa[i]; /* Updating through flows by deducting left turn
flows */
}
}

//
//

fprintf(out, "sample = %d E % f W %f N % f S %f \n",
sample, oa[0],oa[l],oa[2],oa[3]);
for(i=0; i < 8; i++)

{
cumulveh += oa[i];
cumul_veh_phz_f[i] +=oa[i];
cumul_veh_phz_p[i] +=oa[i];
phase_veh_fli] += oa[i];
phase_veh_p[i] += oa[i];
}

/* calculate approach queues, delays, and tt of stops for each controller */
/* Begin of New Modifications */
qu(dt, tim, tgreen_f, os, lost_time, east_west_tw,north_south_tw, oa, o, qaf, q,
q limit, total veh f, stopped_veh_f, total_delay_f, T,
ew_lt, ns_lt, sat left, cycle_length,e_w_lane_no, n_s_lane_no,ew_lft_lane_no,
ns l f t l aneno) ;
for(i=4; i < 8; i++)

{

if(qafli] >=1)

pb[i]-l;
else
pb[i] = 0;
//printf("oac[%d]=%f, oa[%d]=%2.0f, qa[%d]=%2.0f, oa[%d]=%2.0f,
qa[%d]=%2.0f, pb[%d] = %f\n",i, oac[i], i, oa[i], i, qaf[i], i-4, oa[i-4], i-4, qaf[i-4], i, pb[i]);

}
//

printf(''\n");
qu(dt, tim, tgreen_p, os, lost_time, pre_east_west_tw,pre_north_south_tw, oa, op, qap, qp,
qjim it, total_vch_p, stopped_veh_p, total_delay_p, T,
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pre_east_west_lft, pre north south lfl, satjefl, cyclejength, e_w_lanc_no,
n_s_lane_no, ew_lft_lane_no, ns_Ift_lane_no);
/* End of New changes */
/* print flows and queues to files */
fprintfiflow, "%6.0f,%5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t\t %5.0f,%5.0f\n", tim,
oa[0],oa[4],oa[l],oa[5],oa[2],oa[6],oa[3],oa[7]);
fprintfi;flowp,"%6.0f,%5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t\t %5.0f,%5.0£\n", tim,
oa[0],oa[4],oa[l],oa[5],oa[2],oa[6],oa[3],oa[7]);
//fprintf(out, "sample = %d E %f W %f N %f S % f \n",
//
sample, o[0],o[l],o[2],o[3]);
//
fprintfiout,"queues are E %4.0f W %4.0f N %4.0f S %4.0f \n",
//
q[0], q[l],q[2],q[3]);
fpnntftqueue, "%6.0f,%5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t\t %5.0f,%5.0f\n", tim,
qafl0],qaf!4],qafl 1],qaf[5],qafI2],qaf[6],qaf[3],qaf[7]);
fprintf(queuep,"%6.0f,%5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t\t %5.0f,%5.0f\n", tim,
qaP[0],qap[4],qap[l],qap[5],qap[2],qap[6],qap[3],qaf[7]);
fprintf(qdisp, "%6.0f,%5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t\t
%5.0f,%5.0f,%6.0f,%5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t %5.0f,%5.0f,\t\t %5.0f\n", tim,
cur_qaf[0],cur_qaf]4],cur_qaf[l],cur_qaf[5],cur_qaf]2],cur_qafl6],cur_qaf[3],cur_qaf|7],

cur_qap[0],cur_qap[4],cur_qap[l],cur_qap[5],cur_qap[2],cur_qap[6],cur_qap[3],cur_qap[7]);
/* calculate truth values of the traffic flow and queues */
if(east_west_tw == green)
{

o_max = max(o[0],o[l]);
mem_set_o_max[0] = fuzzy_truth(o_zero[e_w_lane_no],o_max);
mem_set_o_max[l] = fuzzy_truth(o_small[e_w_lane_no],o_max);
mem_set_o_max[2] = fuzzy_truth(o_medium[e_w_lane_no],o_max);
mem_set_o_max[3] = fuzzy_truth(o_big[e_w_lane_no],o_max);
q_max = max (q[0],q[l]);
mem_set_q_max[0] = fuzzy_truth(q_zero,q_max);
mem_set_q_max[l] = fuzzy_truth(q_small,q_max);
mem_set_q_max[2] = fuzzy_truth(q_medium,q_max);
mem_set_q_max(3] = fuzzy_truth(q_big,q_max);
/* apply fuzzy rules for green traffic */
fuzzy_rules(mem_set_o_max,mem_set_q_max,T_green_r);
/* defuzzify green traffic * /
d_T_green = defuzz_a(T_green_r, q_zero,q_small,q_medium,q_big);
/* determmine fuzzy membership sets of green traffic */
mem_set_T_green[0] = fuzzy_truth(q_zero,d_T_green);
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//
//
//

mem_set_T_green[l] = fuzzy_truth(q_small,d_T_green);
mem_set_T_green[2] = fuzzy_truth(q_medium,d_T_green);
mem_set_T_green[3] = fuzzy_truth(q_big,d_T_green);
fprintfiout, "Green Traffic (E-W) = Z %f S % f M % fB %f\n",
mem_set_T_green[0], mem_set_T_green[l],
mem_set_T_green[2], mem_set_T_green[3]);

//
//
//

q_red = max (q[2],q[3]);
mem_set_q_red[0] = fuzzy_truth(q_zero,q_red);
mem_set_q_red[l] = fuzzy_truth(q_small,q_red);
mem_set_q_red[2] = fuzzy_truth(q_medium,q_red);
mem_set_q_red[3] = fuzzy_truth(q_big,q_red);
fprintf(out, "Red Traffic (N-S) = Z %f S %f M%f B %f \ n " ,
mem_set_q_red [0], mem_set_q_red [ 1],
mem_set_q_red[2], mem_set_q_red[3] );

}

if(north_south_t\v == green)

{
o_max = max(o[2],o[3]);
mem_set_o_max[0] = fu2zy_truth(o_zero[n_s_lane_no],o_max);
mem_set_o_max[l] = fuzzy_truth(o_small[n_s_lane_no],o_max);
mem_set_o_max[2] = fuzzy_truth(o_medium[n_s_lane_no],o_max);
mem_set_o_max[3] = fuzzy_truth(o_big[n_s_lane_no],o_max);
q_max = max (q[2],q[3]);
mem_set_q_max[0] = fuzzy_truth(q_zero,q_max);
mcm_set_q_max[l] = fuzzy_truth(q_small,q_max);
mem_set_q_max[2] = fuzzy_truth(q_medium,q_max);
mcm_set_q_max[3] = fuzzy_truth(q_big,q_max);
/* apply fuzzy rules for green traffic */
fuzzy_rules(mem_set_o_max,mem_set_q_max,T_green_r);
/* defuzzify green traffic */
d_T_grecn = defuzz_a(T_green_r, q_zero,q_small,q_medium,q_big);
/* determmine fuzzy membership sets of green traffic */
mem_set_T_green[0] = fuzzy_truth(q_zero,d_T_green);
mem_set_T_green[l] = fuzzy_truth(q_small,d_T_green);
mem_set_T_green[2] = fuzzy_truth(q_medium,d_T_green);
mem_set_T_green[3] = fuzzy_truth(q_big,d_T_green);
//
//
//

fprintf(out, "Green Traffic (N-S) = Z % f S % f M %f B % f \n",
mem_set_T_green[0], mem_set_T_green[l],
mem_set_T_green[2], mem_set_T_green[3]);
q_red = max (q[0],q[l]);
mem_set_q_red[0] = fuzzy_truth(q_zero,q_red);
mem_set_q_red[l] = fuzzy_truth(q_small,q_red);
mem_set_q_red[2] = fuzzy_truth(q_medium,q_red);
mem_set_q_red[3] = fuzzy_truth(q_big,q_red);
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//
//

//fprinffiout, "Red Traffic (E-W) = Z % f S %f M %f B % f \n",
mem_set_q_red[0], mem_set_q_red [ 1],
mem_set_q_red[2], mem_set_q_red[3]);

}

/* New Modifications */
iRcw It == green || n s jt = green)
{

if(ew_lt == green) /* Begin Of IF statement for ew left turns */
{

ift(max(pb[4],pb[5]) <= 0 && (tim - tgreen_f) >= min_stay) ||(tim - tgreen_f) >= tmax)
{

east_west_tw = green;
ew_lt = red;
T[0] = tim - tgreen_f;
tgreen_f = tim;
phase_no++;
cur_qaf[4] = max(0,pvs_qaf[4] - os/dt*(T[0]-lost_time));
cur_qaf[5] = max(0,pvs_qaf[5] - os/dt*(T[0]-lost_time));
pvs_qaf[4] = qaf[4];
pvs_qaf[5] = qaf[5];
num 1=num2=den 1=den2=0.0;
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
{

if(total_veh_f[i] == 0)
ave_delay_f[i] = 0;
else
ave_delay_f[i] = total_delay_f[i]/total_veh_f[i];
if(phase_veh_f[i] == 0)
ave_stopped_f[i] = 0;
else
ave_stopped_f[i] = stopped_veh_f[i]/phase_veh_f[i];
numl += total_delay_ffi];
num2 += stopped_veh_f[i];
deni += total_veh_f[i];
den2 += phase_veh_f[i];
cumul_dly_phz_fli] +=total_delay_f[i];
cumul_delay_f+= total_deIay_f[i];
cumul_stopped_f += stopped_veh_f[i];
}

if(denl > 0)
aggr_delay_f = num 1/den 1;
else
aggr_delay_f = 0;
if(den2 > 0)
aggr_stopped_f = num2/den2;
else
aggr_stopped_f = 0;
fprintf(pi>"\n%9.0f,%9.0f)%9.0f,%9.0f\n",tim, numl, deni, num2);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
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{
//

FprintfCpi,"%9.0f\n",totaI_veh_f[i]);
printf("total_veh_f[%d] = %9.0f\n",i,total_veh_f{i]);

}

fprintf(avc_d,"\n%6.0f', tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(ave_d,", %6.1f',ave_delay_f[i]);
fprintf(ave_d,", %10.1 f',aggr_delay_f);
fprintf(stop_v,,'\n%6.0f", tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(stop_v,", %6.2f',ave_stopped_f[i]);
fprintf(stop_v,", % 10.2f',aggr_stopped_f);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
{

total_delay_f[i] = 0.0;
to talv eh ffi] = qaf[i];
stopped_veh_f[i] = 0.0;
phase_vch_f[i] = 0.0;
} /* End of For */
//
printf^"T[0] = %d \n",T[0]);
} /* End of IF For East-West Let) Switching Control */
} /* End Of If for East west Left Green For Actuated Control */
ifl[ns_lt == green) /* Begin O f IF NS Left */
{

ifftmaxCpblOJ.pbt?]) <= 0 && (tim - tgreen_f) >= min_stay)|| (tim - tgreen_l) >= tmax)
{

north_south_tw = green;
ns_lt = red;
T[l] = tim - tgreen_f;
tg ree n f = tim;
phase_no++;
cur_qaf[6] = max(0,pvs_qaf[6] - os/dt*(T[l] - lost time));
cur_qaf[7] = max(0,pvs_qaf[6] - os/dt*(T[l ] - lost_time));
pvs_qaf[6] = qaf[6];
pvs_qaf[7] = qaf[7];
num 1=num2=den 1=den2=0.0;
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
{

if(total_veh_f[i] == 0)
ave_delay_f[i] = 0;
else
ave_delay_f[i] = total_del ay_f[ i]/total_veh_f[i];
if(phase_veh_f[i] == 0)
ave_stopped_f[i] = 0;
else
ave_stopped_f[i] = stopped_veh_f[i]/phase_veh_fIi];
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numl += total_delay_f[i];
num2 += stopped_veh_f[i];
deni += tota l_veh_f[i];
den2 += phase_veh_f[i];
cumul_dly_phz_f[i] += total_delay_f[i];
cumul_delay_f += total_delay_f[i];
cumul_stopped_f += stopped_veh_fti];

}
if(denl > 0)
aggr_delay_f= numl/deni;
else
aggr_delay_f = 0;
iftden2 > 0)
ag g rsto p p e d f= num2/den2;
else
aggr_stopped_f = 0;
fprintf^pi,"\n%9.0f,%9.0f,%9.0f,%9.0f\n",tim, numl, deni, num2);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
{

//

fprintftpi,"%9.0f\n",total_veh_f[i]);
printft"total_veh_f[%d] = %9.0f\n",i,total_veh_f[i]);

}
fprintf(ave_d,"\n%6.0f', tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintftave_d,", %6.1f',ave_delay_fli]);
fprintf(ave_d,", %10.1 f',aggr_delay_0;
fprintf(stop_v,"\n%6.0f", tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(stop_v,", %6.2f',avc_stoppcd_f[i]);
fprintf];stop_v,", %10.2f',aggr_stopped_0;
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
{

total_delay_f[i] = 0.0;
total_veh_f[i ] = qatfi];
stopped_veh_f[i] = 0.0;
phase_veh_f[i] = 0.0;
) /* End of For */
}/* End of IF For North-South Left Switching Control */
} /* End Of IF for North_South Left Green For Actuated Control*/
} /* End of IF statement for Left turn Movements */
/* End of new changes */
a = (tim-tgreen_f);

//

sum = fuzzy_rules_signal(mem_set_T_green, mem_set_q_red,a);
fprintftout, "sum of the fuzzy rules % f \n”, sum);
/* if sum is less than cut_off, switch signal */
ifteast_west_tw == green || north_south_tw == green)
{
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if(tim-tgreen_f >= min_stay && ((sum < cut of!) || ((tim-tgreen_0 >= max_stay)))

{

if(east_west_tw == green)
{ /* New Modifications */
if(max(pb[6],pb[7]) > 0)
{

n s lt = green;
east_west_tw = red;
ew_phase = tim - tgreen_f;
tg reen f = tim;
phasc_no++;
} /* End O flf Loop */
else

{
north_south_tw = green;
e a stw e sttw = red;
ew_phase = tim - tgreen_f;
tgreen_f = tim;
Tb[l] = T[1 ];
T[l] = 0;
phase_no = phase_no +2;
} /* End of New Changes */
cur_qaf[0] = max(0, (pvs_qaf[0] - os/dt*(ew_phase lost_time)*e_w_lane_no));
cur_qaf[l] = max(0, (pvs_qaf[l] - os/dt*(ew_phase lost_time)*e_w_lane_no));
pvs_qaf(0] = qaf[0];
pvs_qafll] = qaf[l];
}

else
{

/* Begin O f New Changes */
if(north_south_tw == green)
{

if(max(pb[4],pb[5]) > 0)
{

ew_lt = green;
north_south_tw = red;
ns_phase = tim - tgreen_f;
tgreen_f = tim;
phase_no++;
}

else
{

east_west_tw = green;
north_south_tw = red;
ns_phase = tim - tgreen_f;
tgreen_f = tim;
Tb[0] = T[0];
T[0] = 0;
phase_no = phase_no + 2;
} /* End Of ELSE & NEW changes */
cur_qaf[2] = max(0, pvs_qafI2] - os/dt*(ns_phase lost_time)*n_s_lane_no);
cur_qaf[3] = max(0, pvs_qaf[3] - os/dt*(ns_phase -
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lost_time)*n_s_lane_no);

//

pvs_qaf[2] = qaf[2];
pvs_qaf[3] = qaf[3];
} /* End of If Statement for North South Left */
} /* End Of Else Statement */
printft"iam here and T[0] = %d\n", T[0]);

num 1=num2=den 1=den2=0.0;
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
{

ifttotal_veh_f[i] == 0)
ave_delay_f[i] = 0;
else
ave_delay_fj[i] = total_delay_f[i]/total_veh_f[i];
if(phase_veh_f[i] == 0)
ave_stopped_f]i] = 0;
else
ave_stopped_f[i] = stopped_veh_l{i]/phase_veh_f[i];
numl += total_delay_f[i];
num2 += stoppcd_veh_f[i];
deni += total_veh_f[i];
den2 += phase_veh_f[i];
cumul_dly_phz_f[i] += total_delay_f[i];
cumul_delay_f+= total_delay_f[i];
cumul_stopped_f+= stopped_veh_fIi];
}

iftdenl > 0)
aggr_delay_f = num 1/den 1;
else
aggr_delay_f = 0;
if(den2 > 0)
aggr_stopped_f = num2/den2;
else
aggr_stopped_f = 0;
fprintf(pi>"\n%9.0f,%9.0f,°/o9.0f,%9.0f\n",tim, numl, deni, num2);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)

{
//

fprintf(pi,"%9.0f\n",total_veh_f[i]);
printft"totaI_veh_f[%d] = %9.0f\n",i,total_veh_fti]);

}

fprintf(ave_d,"\n%6.0f’, tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(ave_d,", %6.1f',ave_delay_f[i]);
fprintftave_d,", %10.1 f',aggr_delay_0;
ift(phase_no/4)*4 == phaseno)
{// printft"phase_no = %d\n",phase_no);
fprintfl;ave_d,", %4d, %4.0f, %4.0f, % 4.0f,
phase_no/4, ew_phase, ns_phase, ew_phase+ns_phase);

}
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fprintf{stop_v,"\n%6.0fl, tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprinttlstop_v,", %6.2f",ave_stopped_f)i]);
fprintf(stop_v,", %10.2f',aggr_stopped_f);
iflXphase_no/4)*4 == phasc_no)
fprintf^stop_v,", %4d, %4.0f, %4.0f, %4.0f',
phase_no/4, ewphase, ns_phase, ew_phase+ns_phase);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
{

total_delay_f[i] = 0.0;
total_veh_f[i] = qaf|i];
stopped_veh_f[i] = 0.0;
phase_veh_f[i] = 0.0;

}
/* Begin of New Loop For Calculating Cycle Length */
k++;

iflk >= 2)

{
//printf('fT[0] = %d T1 = %d ew = % f ns = %f\n
",T[0],T[l],ew_phase,ns_phase);
cycle_length = T[0] + T[l] + ew_phase + ns_phase;
k = 0;
fprintf(splits,"\t tim = %6.0f, cycle = %6.2f, T[0]= %d , T[l]= %d
,\tew=%6.2f,\tns=%6.2f\n", tim,cycle_length, T[0], T [l], ew_phase, nsjhasc);
//
printf("cycle = %5.2f, east_west_left= %d, north_south_left=%d, ew=%5.2f,
ns=%5.2f\n", cycle_length, T[0], T[l], ew_phase, ns_phase);
f++;
cyc_sum = cyc_sum + cyclejength;

}
/* End of New Loop */
} /* End Of IF Statement From Switch_off

II

*t

fprintf(out, "E-W is %d N-S is % d \n", east_west_tw, north south tw);
fprintf(signal, "°/o6.0f, %3d, %3d\n", tim, east west tw, north_south_tw);

/* pretimed decision */
if(pre_east_west_tw == green || pre_north_south_tw == green)

{

if(pre_east_west_tw == green)

{
T_ew_tw = tim - tgreen_p;
//printf("pretimed cycle = %d\n", pretime);
//printf{"east_west_tw = %f\n",(ew_tw_green_prop)* pretime);
iflT_ew_tw >= (ew_tw_green_prop))

{
pre_east_west_tw = red;
pre_north_south_lft = green;
T_ew_tw = tim - tgreen_p;
tgreen_p = tim;
cur_qap[0] = max(0,pvs_qap[0] - os/dt *(T_ew_tw lost_time)*e_w_lane_no);
cur_qap[l] = max(0,pvs_qap[l] - os/dt *(T_ew_tw -
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lost_time)*e_w_lane_no);
numl =num2=den 1=den2=0.0;
for(i=0; i<8; i++)

{
i£^totaI_veh_p[i] == 0)
ave_delay_p[i] = 0;
else
ave_delay_p[i] =
total_delay_p[i]/total_veh_p[i];
if(phasc_veh_p[i] == 0)
ave_stopped_p[i] = 0;
else
ave_stopped_p[i] = stopped_veh_p[i]/phase_veh_p[i];
numl += total_delay_p[i];
num2 += stopped_veh_p[i];
deni += total_veh_p[i];
den2 += phase_veh_p[i];
cumul_dly_phz_p[i] += total_delay_p[i];
cumul_delay_p += total_delay_p[i];
cum ulstoppedp += stopped_veh_p[i];
} /* End of For Loop */
if(denl > 0)
aggr_delay_p = numl/deni;
else
aggr_delay_p = 0;
if(den2 > 0)
aggr_stopped_p = num2/den2;
else
aggrstoppedp = 0;
fprint((pip,"%9.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f \n",tim, num l, deni,
num2);
fprintf(ave_dp,"\n % 6.0f, tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(ave_dp,", %6.1f ’,ave_delay_p[i]);
fprintf(ave_dp,", % 10.1 f " ,aggr_delay_p);
fprintf{stop_vp,"\n%6.0f', tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(stop_vp,", %6.2f',ave_stoppedj3ti]);
fprintf^stop_vp,", %10.2f',aggr_stoppedj3);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)

{
totaI_delay_p[i] = 0.0; /* initialize total delay */
total_veh_p[i] = qap[i]; /* initialize total no. of vehicles
stopped_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
phase_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
} /* End OF FOR Loop */
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} /* End of IF for East-West Through proportions */
} /* End of IF for Pre-timed East-West proportions */
if^prenorthsouthtw == green)

{
T_ns_tw = tim - tgreen_p;
//printfl"north_south_tw = %f\n",(ns_tw_green_prop)* pretime);
if^ T n s tw >= (ns_tw_green_prop))

{
pre_north_south_tw = red;
pre_east_west_lft = green;
T_ns_tw = tim - tgreen_p;
tgreen_p = tim;
cur_qap[2] = max(0,pvs_qap[2] - os/dt *(T_ns_tw lost_time)*n_s_lane_no);
cur_qap[3] = max(0,pvs_qap[3] - os/dt *(T_ns_tw lost_time)*n_s_lane_no);
numl =num2=den 1=den2=0.0;
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
{

if(total_veh_p[i] == 0)
ave_delay_p[i] = 0;
else
ave_delay_p[i] =
total_delay_p[i]/tota!_veh_p[i];
if(phase_veh_p[i] == 0)
avc_stopped_p[i] = 0;
else
ave_stopped_p[i] = stopped_veh_p[i]/phase_vch_p[i];
numl += total_de!ay_p[i];
num2 += stopped_veh_p[i];
deni += total_veh_p[i];
den2 += phasc_veh_p[i];
cumul_dly_phz_p[i] += total_delay_p[ij;
cumul_delay_p += total_delay_p[i];
cumul_stopped_p += stopped_veh_p[i];
} /* End of For Loop */
if(den 1 > 0)
aggr_delay_p = num l/deni;
else
aggr_delay_p = 0;
ifl[den2 > 0)
aggr_stopped_p = num2/den2;
else
aggr_stopped_p = 0;
fprintf(pip,"%9.0f,% 10.0f,% lO.Of.%10.Of \n",tim, num 1, den 1,
num2);
fprintf(ave_dp,"\n %6.0f', tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(ave_dp,", % 6 .1 f ’,ave_delay_p[i]);
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fprintf^avedp, ",% 10.1f"

,aggr_delay_p);

fprintf{stop_vp,"\n%6.0f', tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(stop_vp,”, %6.2f',ave_stopped_p[i]);
fprintffstop_vp,", % 10.2 f ' ,aggr_stopped_p);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)

{
total_delay_p[i] = 0.0; /* initialize total delay */
total_veh_p[i] = qap[i]; /* initialize total no. of vehicles

*/

stopped_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
phase_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
} /* End OF FOR Loop */
} I* End of if for north south through proportions */
} /* End of if for Pre-timed North-South through Movements */

}
if(pre_east_west_lft == green || pre_north_south_lft == green)

{
if(prc_east_west_lft == green)

{
T_ew_lf) = tim - tgreen_p;
//printf(''east_westjfl = %f\n",(ew_lft_green_prop)* pretime);
iffT_ew_lft >= (ew_lft_green_prop))

{
pre_east_west_lft = red;
pre_east_west_tw = green;
T_ew_Ift = tim - tgreen_p;
tgreen_p = tim;
cur_qap[4] = max(0,pvs_qap[4] -os/dt *(T_ew_lfl - lost_time));
cur_qap[5] = max(0,pvs_qap[5] -os/dt *(T_ewJft - lost_time));
pvs_qap[4] = qap[4];
pvs_qap[5] = qap[5];
num 1=num2=den 1=den2=0.0;
for(i=0; i<8; i++)

{
ifftotal_veh_p[i] == 0)
ave_delay_p[i] = 0;
else
ave_delay_p[i] =
total_delay_p[i]/total_vehjD[i];
iflphase_veh_p[i] == 0)
avc_stopped_p[i] = 0;
else
ave_stopped_p[i] =
stopped_veh_p[i]/phase_veh_p[i];
numl += total_delay_p[i];
num2 += stopped_veh_p[i];
deni += total_veh_p[i];
den2 += phase_veh_p[i];
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cumul_dly_phz_p[i] += total_de!ay_p[i];
cumul_delay_p += total_delay_p[i];
cumul_stopped_p += stopped_veh_p[i];

}
iftdenl > 0)
aggr_delay_p = numl/deni;
else
aggr_delay_p = 0;
iftden2 > 0)
aggr_stopped_p = num2/den2;
else
aggr_st°pped_p = 0;
fprintf(pip,"%9.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f,%10.0f Vn",tim, num l, deni.
num2);
fprintf(ave_dp,"\n %6.0f', tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(ave_dp,", %6.1f',ave_delay_p[i]);
fprintf(ave_dp,", % lO .lf" ,aggr_delay_p);
fprintftstop_vp,"Vn%6.0P', tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(stop_vp,", %6.2f',ave_stopped_p[i]);
fprintf(stop_vp,", % 10.2f',aggr_stopped_p);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)

{
total_delay_p[i] = 0.0; /* initialize total delay */
total_veh_p[i] = qap[i]; /* initialize total no. of vehicles

*/

stopped_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
phase_veh_p[i] = 0.0;

}
} /* End of IF for East west left turns for Pretimed */
if(pre_north_south_lft == green)

{
T_ns_lft = tim - tgreen_p;
//printfi;"north_south_lft = %f\n",(ns_lft_green_prop)* pretime);
i f t Tns l f t >= (ns_Ift_green_prop))

{
pre_north_south_lft = red;
pre_north_south_tw = green;
T_ns_lft = tim - tgreen_p;
tgreen_p = tim;
cur_qap[6] = max(0,pvs_qap[6] - os/dt *(T_ns_lft - lost_time));
cur_qap[7] = max(0,pvs_qap[7] - os/dt *(T_ns_lfl - lost_time));
pvs_qap[6] = qap[6];
pvs_qap[7] = qap[7];
num 1=num2=denl =den2=0.0;
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
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{

ifltotal_veh_p[i] == 0)
ave_delay_p[i] = 0;
else
ave_delay_p[i] =

total_delay_p[i]/total_veh_p[i];
iftphase_veh_p[i] == 0)
ave_stopped_p[i] = 0;
else
ave_stopped_p[i] =
stopped_veh_p[i]/phase_veh_p[i];
numl += totaI_delay_p[i];
nuin2 += slopped_veh_p[i];
deni += total_veh_p[i];
den2 += phase_veh_p[i];
cumul_dly_phz_p[i] += total_delay_p[i];
cumul_delay_p += total_delay_p[i];
cumul_stopped_p += stopped_veh_p[i];

}
if(denl > 0)
aggr_delay_p = numl/deni;
else
aggr_delay_p = 0;
iftden2 > 0)
aggr_stopped_p = num2/den2;
else
aggr_stopped_p = 0;
fprintftpip,"%9.0f,% 10.0f,% 10.0f,% 1O.Of\n",tim, num 1, den 1,
num2);
fprintf(avc_dp,"\n % 6.0 ftim );
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintf(ave_dp,", %6.1f ’,ave_delay_p[i]);
fprintf(ave_dp,", % 10.1f"
,aggr_delay_p);
fprintftstop_vp,"\n%6.0f', tim);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)
fprintftstop_vp,", %6.2f',ave_stopped_p[i]);
fprintf(stop_vp,", %10.2f',aggr_stopped_p);
for(i=0; i<8; i++)

{
*/

total_delay_p[i] = 0.0; /* initialize total delay */
total_veh_p[i] = qap[i]; /* initialize total no. of vehicles
stopped_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
phase_veh_p[i] = 0.0;
}/* End of FOR Loop*/
} /* End of IF Loop For Left Turn Proportations */
} /* End of IF Loop For Pre-Timed Left Turns */
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} /* End of if for pretimed Left turns */
}/* End of For loop for Simulation */
aggr_delay_f = cumul_delay_f7cumul_veh;
aggr_delay_p = cumul_delay_p/cumul_veh;
aggr_stopped_f
= cumul_stopped_f7cumuI_veh;
aggr_stopped_p
= cumul_stopped_p/cumul_veh;
cyc_avge = cyc_sum/f;
printf("cyc_average = %lf No.of eye = %d\n”,cyc_avge, f)'»
printf("\n\n\tFuzzy\t\t\tPre-timcd\n");
for(i=0;i<8;i++)

{
printf("avg_delay/phase [%d]= %.2f avg_delay/phase[%d]
=%.2f\n”,i,cumul_dly_phz_f[i]/cumul_veh_phz_f[i],

i,cumul_dly_phz_p[i]/cumul_veh_phz_p[i]);

}
printft"\nCumul avg delay (fuzzy) = %6.1f',aggr_delay_f);
printf(''\nCumul avg delay (pretime)= %6.1f',aggr_delay_p);
printf("\n\nCumul stopped veh (fuzzy) = %6.1t%",100*aggr_stopped_0;
printf("\nCumul stopped veh (pretime)= %6.1f%",100*aggr_stopped_p);

fprintf(ave_d,"\nCumul Avg (fuzzy) = %6.1f',aggr_delay_f);
fprintf(ave_d,"\nCumul Avg (pretime)= %6.1f',aggr_delay_p);
fprintf(stop_v,"\nCumul stopped veh (fuzzy) = %6.1f%",100*aggr_stopped_f);
fprintf(stop_v,"\nCumul stopped veh (pretime)= %6.1f%",100*aggr_stopped_p);
fprintf(ave_dp,"\nCumul Avg (pretime)= %6.1f',aggr_delay_p);
fprintt(ave_dp,''\nCumul Avg (fuzzy) = %6.1f',aggr_delay_f);
fprintf(stop_vp,"\nCumul stopped veh (pretime)= %6.1f%",100*aggr_stopped_p);
fprintf(stop_vp,"\nCumul stopped veh (fuzzy) = %6.1f%'',100*aggr_stopped_0;
return 0;

^include <stdio.h>
/* This program defines the fuzzy rules */

float defuzz_a(float *ii,float *vz, float *vs, float *vm, float *vb)
float vl ,v2, in, area[4], cg[4], cgt, at;
float al,a2,a3;
intj;
in=ii[0];
iffin != 0)

{
/* vl and v2 are the variable values correspond
to a certain truth value (in) */
vl = vz[0] + in * (vz[l]-vz[0]);
v2 = vz[3] - in * (vz[3]-vz[2]);
area[0] = 0.5*((v2-vl)+(vz[3]-vz[0]))*in;
/* al thru a3 are the moment of the two triangles and the rectangle
with the height (in) */
al = (in*(vl-vz[0])*.5)*(vz[0]+(vl-vz[0]))*(2./3.);
a2 = in*(v2-vl)*(vl+(v2-vl)*.5);
a3 = (in*(vz[3]-v2)*.5)*(v2+(vz[3]-v2)*(l./3.));
eg[0] = (al + a2 + a3)/area[0];

}
else

{
area[0]=0.0;
cg[0]=0.0;

}
in=ii[ 1];
if(in != 0)

{
vl = vs[0] + in * (vs[l]-vs[0]);
v2 = vs[3] - in * (vs[3]-vs[2]);
arca[l] = 0.5*((v2-vl)+(vs[3]-vs[0]))*in;
al = (in*(vl-vs[0])*.5)*(vs[0]+(vl-vs[0]))*(2./3.);
a2 = in*(v2-vl)*(vl+(v2-vl)*.5);
a3 = (in*(vs[3]-v2)*.5)*(v2+(vs[3]-v2)*(l./3.));
cg[l] = (al +a2+a3)/area[l];

}
else

{
area[l]=0.0;
cg[l]=0.0;

}
in=ii[2];
if(in != 0)

{
vl = vm[0] + in * (vm[l]-vm[0]);
v2 = vm[3] - in * (vm[3]-vm[2]);
arca[2] = 0.5*((v2-vl)+(vm[3]-vm[0]))*in;
al = (in*(vl-vm[0])*.5)*(vm[0]+(vl-vm[0]))*(2./3.);
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a2 = in*(v2-vl )*(vl +(v2-vl )*.5);
a3 = (in*(vm[3]-v2)*.5)*(v2+(vm[3]-v2)*(l./3.));
cg[2] = (al + a2 + a3)/area[2];

}
else

{
area[2]=0.0;
cg[2]=0.0;

}
in=ii[3];
iffin != 0)

{
vl = vb[0] + in * (vb[l]-vb[0]>;
v2 = vb[3] - in * (vb[3]-vb[2]);
area[3] = 0.5*((v2-vl)+(vb[3]-vb[0]))*in;
al = (in*(vl-vb[0])*.5)*(vb[0]+(vl-vb[0]))*(2./3.);
a2 = in*(v2-vl)*(vl+(v2-vl)».5);
a3 = (in*(vb[3]-v2)*.5)*(v2+(vb[3]-v2)*(l./3.));
cg[3] = (al + a2 + a3)/area[3];

}
else

{
area[3]=0.0;
cg[3]=0.0;

}
/* include the effects of having more than one active rule */
cgt=0.0;
at=0.0;
for(j=0;j<4; j++)

{
cgt=cgt+cg[j]*area[j];
at=at+area[j];

/*

}
printf("area % f %f %f %f \n",area[0],area[l ],area[2],area[3]);
printf("cg % f% f %f %f\n",cg[0],cg[l],cg[2],cg[3]);

*/
cgt=cgt/at;
retum(cgt);

}

/* This program defines the fuzzy rules for traffic on the green signal
direction */
float min (float a, float b);
float fuzzy_rules(float *rl, float *r2, float *0 0 )

{
oo[0]=0.0;
oo[l]=0.0;
oo[2]=0.0;
oo[3]=0.0;
/* if zero and zero, then zero */
if(rl[0] 1= 0 && r2[0] 1= 0) oo[0] = min(rl[0], r2[0]);
/* if zero and small, then small */
if(rl[0] != 0 & & r2[l] !=0)oo[l] = min(rl[0],r2[l]);
if(rl[l] != 0 && r2[0] != 0 ) oo[l] = min(rl[l], r2[0]);
/* if zero and medium, then small */
iftrl[0] != 0 && r2[2] 1= 0) oo[l] = min(rl[0], r2[2]);
if(rl[2] 1= 0 && r2[0] 1= 0) oo[l] = min(rl[2], r2[0]);
/* if zero and big, then medium */
if(rl [0] != 0 && r2[3] != 0) oo[2] = min(rl[0], r2[3]);
if(rl [3] != 0 && r2[0] 1= 0) oo[2] = min(rl [3], r2[0]);
/* if small and small, then small */
if(rl[l] != 0 && r2[l] != 0) oo[l] = m in(rl[l], r2[l]);
I*

if small and medium, then medium */
if(rl[l] != 0 && r2[2] 1= 0) oo[2] = min(rl[l], r2[2]);
if(rl[2] != 0 && r2[l] != 0) oo[2] = min(rl[2], r2[l]);
/* if small and big, then Big */
if(rl[l] != 0 && r2[3] != 0)oo[3] = min(rl[l], r2[3]);
if(rl[3] != 0 && r2(l] !=0)oo[3] = min(rl[3], r2[l]);
/* if medium and medium, then Big */
if(rl [2] != 0 && r2[2] != 0) oo[3] = min(rl [2], r2[2]);

/* if medium and big, then big */
if(rl [2] != 0 && r2[3] != 0) oo[3] = minfrl [2], r2[3]);
if(rl [3] \ - 0 && r2[2] != 0) oo[3] = min(rl[3], r2[2]);
/* if big and big, then big */
if(rl [3] != 0 && r2[3] != 0) oo[3] = min(rl [3], r2[3]);

retum(oo[0],oo[l],oo[2],oo[3]);
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/* This program Calculates Traffic Flows, Queues, and Delays */
//include <stdio.h>
//define green 1
float qu(int dt, float dm, float tgreen, float os, float lost_time,
int east_west_tw, int north_south_tw, float *oa, float *o, float *qa, float *q, float qjim it,
float *total_veh, float *stop_veh, float *total_del, int *T,
int ew It, int n sjt, float sat_left, float cyclejength, int c_w lane no,
int n_s lane_no,int ew_lft_lane_no, int ns_lft_lane_no)

{
int i;
float qb[8], qab[8]; /* Sensed and actual queues for previous interval */
float max(float a, float b);
float min(float a, float b);
float dtl;
float arr, /* arrival rate */
arr = satjeft/(cycle length * 3600.0);
/*The following section of program updates all the queues when
the (tim-tgreen) is less than lost time */
iffttim - tgreen) <= lost time)

{
for(i=0; i<8; i++)

{
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i]+qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
iflqa[i] > qjim it)
{

q[i] = q_limit;
o[i] = q_limit - qb[i];

}
else

{
q[i] = qa[i];
o[i] = oa[i];

}

}

}

else /* When tim-tgreen >lostJim e */

{
iflcast_west_tw == green) /* Begin O f IF For Through East_Wcst */

{
//

printfl"east_west through is green\n");
for(i=0; i<2; i++)

{
qb[i] = q[*3;
qab[i] = qa[i];
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qa[i] = max(0, qa[i]+ oa[i] - os*e_w_lane_no);
totaI_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printfi"e-wth = %f, cyclejength = % f \n", qa[i],cyclejength);

iflq a [i] > 0 )

{
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];

}
else

{
if(qab[i] > 0)

{
dtl = qab[i]/(os*e_w_lane_no/dt - oa[i]/dt);
total_del[i] += 0.5*dtl*qab[i];
stop_veh[i] += oa[i] * dtl/dt;

}

>

iffqa[i] > qjim it)

{

q[i] = qjim it;
o[i] = max(0,q_limit - qb[i]) + os*e_w_lane_no; /* New change

from os */

}
else

{
ifl[qab[i] > q_limit)

{
q[i] = qa[i];
o[i] = min(os*e_w_lane_no,qab[i]+oa[i]-q_limit);

}
else

{
q W = q a [i];
o[i] = oa[i];

}
} /* End of Else */
} /* End Of For Loop*/
for(i=4; i<6; i++) /’ Updating left turning queues */

{
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printfl"e-wlt = %f, cycle_length = % f \n", qa[i],cyclejength);
} /* End O f For Loop */
for(i=6; i<8; i++) /* Updating left Turning queues */
{
/* For North South Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
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total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printff "qa[i]n-stt = %f, cyolejength = % f \n", qa[i],cyolejength);
} /* End O f For Loop*/
for(i=2; i<4; i++) /* Updating Through Movement Queues */
{
/* For North South Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
/*
printf(" the value is %d \n", qa[i]); */
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printf("qa[i]n-s = %f, cycle_length = % f \n", qa[i],cycle length);
iflqa[i] > q limit) /* new edition */

{
q[i] = qjimit;
o[i] = q_limit-qb[i];

}
else

{
}

q[i] = qa[i];
°[i] = oa[i];
/* End of new edition */

} /* End Of For Loop */
} /* End O f If Statement For East_West Through Movements */
if(ew jt = green) /* Begin O f IF For East_west Left Green */
{// printfl;"east_westjeft is green \n");
for(i=6; i<8; i++) /* Updating left Turning queues */
{
/* For North South Direction */
qb[i] - q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printft”qa[i]n-slt = %f, cycle_length = % f \n", qa[i],cycle length);
} /* End O f For Loop For North South Left */
for(i=2; i<4; i++) /* Updating Through Movement Queues */
{
/* For North South Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printft"qa[i]n-s = %f, cyolejength = % f \n", qa[i],cyclejength);
iftqa[i] > qjim it) /* new edition */
{

q[i] = q_limit;
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o[i] = q_limit-qb[i];
}

else

{
}

q[i] = qa[i];
o[i] = oa[i];
/* End of new edition */

}/* End Of For Loop */
for(i=0; i<2; i++) /* Updating Through Movement Queues */
{
/* For East West Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[il;
total_veh[i] += oafi];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printft"qa[i]e-w = %f, cyclejength = %f \n", qa[i],cyolejength);
iftqa[i] > qjim it) /* new edition */
{

q[i] = q_limit;
o[i] = qjimit-qb[i];
}

else

{
}

q[i] = qa[i];
°[i] = °a[i];
/* End of new edition */

}/* End Of For Loop */
for(i=4; i<6; i++) /* Begin O f For Loop For East_West Left */
{

qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] = max(0,qa[i]+ oa[i] -os*ewJftJane_no);
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printft"qa[i]n-slt = %f, cycle_length = %f \n", qa[i].cyclejength);
iftqa[i] > 0)
{

total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
}

else
{

iftqab[i] > 0)
{

dtl = qab[i]/(os*ewJftJane_no/dt - oa[i]/dt);
total_del[i] += 0.5*dtl*qab[i];
stop_veh[i] += oa[i] * dtl/dt;
}

}

if(qa[i] > q_limit)
{

q[i]= q limit;
o[i] = max(0,qjimit - qb[i]) + os*ewJft_lane_no; /* New change
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from os */
}

else

{

iffqabfi] > q_limit)
{

q[i] = qa[i];
o[i] = min(os*ewJftlane_no,qab[i]+oa[i]-qJimit);
}

else
{

q[i] = qaW;
°[i] = oa[i];
}

}
} /* End of For Loop */
}

if(north_south_tw == green) /* Estimation of queues if NS is green */
{// printft"north_south through is green\n");
for(i=2; i<4; i++)

{
qb[i] = q[ij;
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] = max(0, qa[i]+ oa[i] - os*n_s_lane_no);
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printfC'qa[i]n-s = %f, cyolejength = % f \n", qa[i],cycleJength);
iftqa[i] > 0)
{

total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];

}
else
{

ifl[qab[i] > 0)

{
dtl = qab[i]/(os*n_sJane_no/dt - oa[i]/dt);
total_del[i] += 0.5*dtl*qab[i];
stop_veh[i] += oa[i] * dtl/dt;
}

}
i^qa[i] > qjim it)
{

q[i] = q_limit;
o[i] = max(0,q_limit - qb[i]) + os*n_sJane_no; /* New change from
os */
}

else

{
iflqab[i] > qjim it)

{
q[i] = qa[i];
o[i] = min(os*n_sJane no,qab[i]+oa[i]-q_limit);

}

else
{

q[>] = qa[i];
°[i] = oa[i];
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}
}

}

for(i=6; i<8; i++) /^Updating left turning queues NS */
{

qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oafi];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printft"qa[i]n-slt = %f, cyclejength = %f \n", qa[i],cyclejength);
} /* End Of For Loop For North South Left */
for(i=0; i<2; i++) /* Updating Through Movement Queues */
{
/* For East West Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printft"qa[i]e-w = %f, cyclejength = %f \n", qa[i],cycle_length);
iftqa[i] > q limit) /* new edition */
{

q[i] = qjim it;
o[i] = q_limit-qb[i];
}

else
{

}

q[i] = qa[>l;
°[i] = oa[i];
/* End of new edition */

}/* End Of For Loop */
for(i=4; i<6; i++) /* Updating left turning queues */
{
/* For East West Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
totaI_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printf("qa[i]e-wlt = %f, cyclejength = %f \n”, qa[i],cyclejength);
} /* End Of For Loop for East_west Left Turns */
}

if(nslt == green)
{// printf{"north_southJeft is green \n");
for(i=0; i<2; i++) /* Updating Through Movement Queues */
{
/* For East West Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];

total_vch[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printf{"qa[i]e-w = %f, cyclejength = % f \n", qa[i],cyclejength);
if(qa[i] > q timit> /* new edition */

{
q[i] = qjim it;
o[i] = q_limit-qb[i];
}

else
{

}

q[i] = qa[i];
°[i] = oa[i];
/* End of new edition */

}/* End Of For Loop */
for(i=4; i<6; i++) /* Updating left turning queues */
{
/* For East West Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printft"qa[i]c-wlt = %f, cyclejength = %f \n", qa[i],cyclejength);
} /* End O f For Loop for East_west Left Turns */
for(i=2; i<4; i++) /* Updating Through Movement Queues */
{
/* For North South Direction */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] += oa[i];
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
//printft"qa[i]n-s = %f, cycle_length = % f \n", qa[i],cyclejength);
if(qa[i] > q limit) /* new edition */
{

q[i] = q_limit;
o[i] = qjimit-qb[i];
}

else
{

}

q[i] = qa[i];
o[i] = oa[i];
/* End of new edition */

} /* End O f For Loop */
for(i=6; i<8; i++) /* Begin Of For Loop For North_south */
{
/* Left Turning Movements */
qb[i] = q[i];
qab[i] = qa[i];
qa[i] = max(0,qa[i]+ oa[i] -os*nsJftJane_no);
total_veh[i] += oa[i];
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//printf("qa[i]n-slt = %f, cyclejength = % f \n”, qa[i],cyclejength);
iflqafi] > 0)
{

total_del[i] += 0.5*dt*(qab[i] + qa[i]);
stop_veh[i] += oa[i];
}

else
{

ifi[qab[i] > 0)
{

dtl = qab[i]/(os*nsJftJane_no/dt - oa[i]/dt);
total_del[i] += 0.5*dtl*qab[i];
stop_veh[i] += oa[i] * dtl/dt;

}

}

ifl[qa[i] > q_limit)

{
q[i] = q_limit;
o[i] = max(0,qjimit - qb[i]) + os; /* New change from os */
}

else

{
if(qab[i] > qjim it)

{
q[i] = qa[i];
o[i] = min(os*ns_lft_lane_no,qab[i]+oa[i]-q_limit);

}
else

{
q[i] = qa[i];
°[i] = oa[i];
}
}
}

>
}

retum( *qa, *o);
}
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